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Abstract 
 
 
Modern dielectrics in combination with appropriate metal electrodes have a great 
potential to solve many difficulties associated with continuing miniaturization process in 
the microelectronic industry.          
 One significant branch of microelectronics incorporates dynamic random access 
memory (DRAM) market. The DRAM devices scaled for over 35 years starting from 4 
kb density to several Gb nowadays. The scaling process led to the dielectric material 
thickness reduction, resulting in higher leakage current density, and as a consequence 
higher power consumption. As a possible solution for this problem, alternative dielectric 
materials with improved electrical and material science parameters were intensively 
studied by many research groups. The higher dielectric constant allows the use of 
physically thicker layers with high capacitance but strongly reduced leakage current 
density. 
This work focused on deposition and characterization of thin insulating layers. The 
material engineering process was based on Si cleanroom compatible HfO2 thin films 
deposited on TiN metal electrodes. A combined materials science and dielectric 
characterization study showed that Ba-added HfO2 (BaHfO3) films and Ti-added BaHfO3 
(BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3) layers are promising candidates for future generation of state-of-the-art 
DRAMs. In especial a strong increase of the dielectric permittivity k was achieved for 
thin films of cubic BaHfO3 (k~38) and BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3 (k~90) with respect to monoclinic 
HfO2 (k~19). Meanwhile the CET values scaled down to 1 nm for BaHfO3 and ~0.8 nm 
for BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3 with respect to HfO2 (CET=1.5 nm). The Hf4+ ions substitution in 
BaHfO3 by Ti4+ ions led to a significant decrease of thermal budget from 900°C for 
BaHfO3 to 700°C for BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3. 
Future studies need to focus on the use of appropriate metal electrodes (high work 
function) and on film deposition process (homogeneity) for better current leakage control. 
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Chapter 1 
 
Overview 
 
1.1 Goal of the study 
Since the dawn of the electronic era, memory or storage devices have been an 
integral part of electronic components. As the electronic industry matured and moved 
away from the vacuum tubes to semiconductor devices, research in the field of 
semiconductor memories intensified as well. The semiconductor memory industry 
evolved and prospered along with computers revolution [1]. In 1970, the newly formed 
Intel company released the “1103”, the first dynamic random access memory (DRAM) 
chip and by 1972 it was the best selling semiconductor memory on the market defeating 
magnetic core type memory (Fig. 1.1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Intel “1103” first DRAM chip [2]. 
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High density and low cost of DRAMs have earned them a predominant role in 
computer main memories. During the last four decades, the number of DRAM chips has 
increased four times every three years and the cost per bit has declined by the same factor 
[3].  
The DRAM scaling progressed successfully for over 35 years from the 4 kb 
density up to several Gb nowadays, resulting in an increase of chip complexity by many 
orders of magnitude, i.e. memory technology within IBM products has undergone a 
280000-fold increase in density, 20000 times decrease in power per bit, and a 10 to 100 
times increase in speed during the last twenty-five years, resulting in a 650-fold reduction 
of the cost per bit of memory (Fig. 1.2) [4, 5].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2: Time evolution of DRAM generation and DRAM cost. 
 
Memories are used for writing, storing and retrieving large amounts of data, 
which represent either information or software instructions that are coded in combination 
of binary digits “0” and “1” and can be further used by the processor unit for specific 
manipulation. 
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12 
To the main attributes of DRAM memory belong cost, reliability, density, speed 
and power consumption. Progressively the electronic devices become smaller, faster and 
cheaper, as the rapid scaling process proceeds.  
However, reducing device dimensions leads also to the thickness reduction of 
electrical barriers in the device. These barriers with reduced thickness can not provide 
sufficient insulation anymore, resulting in higher leakage current density and higher 
power consumption. In DRAM, one of the main contributions to the higher power 
dissipation is the leakage through the storage capacitor dielectric. As a remedy for this 
problem, alternative dielectric materials are studied. These materials are called high-k 
dielectrics. The term high-k refers to a material with a high dielectric constant k (also 
called dielectric permittivity εr) as compared to silicon dioxide (SiO2). High-k dielectrics 
are required as means to provide a substantially thicker (physical thickness) dielectric for 
reduced leakage and improved capacitance, in other words for enabling continued 
equivalent oxide thickness scaling, and hence high performance of microelectronic 
memory.  
The goal of this thesis is the preparation and characterization of new dielectric materials 
with respect to their application in MIM storage capacitors of future DRAM generations. 
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1.2  Organisation of the thesis 
 
The thesis is organized as follows: 
 
Chapter 2 takes up with reader’s introduction to the topic. After recalling the main 
microelectronic memory types, it reviews the DRAM operation principle. In the next step 
the miniaturization approach is presented with focus on the replacement of the current 
insulator in DRAM storage capacitors by an alternative one. The main requirements for 
potential candidates are listed in detail.  
Chapter 3 provides a general overview of film deposition and characterization 
methods used in this study. Description of deposition equipment and measurement 
techniques is provided. 
Chapter 4 summarizes the results of physical and electrical characterization of 
high-k materials developed in this study. It is divided into two main parts. The first part is 
focused on Hf-based alkaline earth perovskites formed by addition of BaO to HfO2. The 
second part is focused on the further engineering of ternary compounds, by addition of 
TiO2. The main focus is put on BaHf1-xTixO3. 
Chapter 5 summarizes obtained results and states suggestions for future work. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Introduction 
 
2.1 Memory types 
In the past, data storage used several memory technologies, i.e. magnetic tapes, 
hard disks, floppy disks, core memories, optical discs and semiconductor memories. 
Magnetic and optical media belong to the nonvolatile memory (NVM) family as well as 
other, non-charge storage types including Ferroelectric Random Access Memory 
(FeRAM), Magnetic RAM (MRAM) and Phase Change RAM (PCRAM) [6]. Within the 
NVM group, once the information is written, it is retained permanently, even if the power 
supply is disconnected. In opposite, volatile memories loose the information after the 
power is switched off. Some loose information if it is not refreshed over certain periods 
of time [3]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.1 Memory types [after T. Mikolajick]. 
 
Source: Infineon  
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An exact illustration of memory types is given in Fig. 2.1. To the nonvolatile group 
belongs read only memory, usually known by its acronym ROM. Because data stored in 
ROM can not be modified, it is mainly used to distribute firmware. Programmable ROM 
(PROM) is a form of digital memory where the setting of each bit is locked by a fuse or 
antifuse. Such units are used to permanently store programs. The difference with respect 
to a ROM is that the programming is applied after the devices are constructed and they 
are mostly used in electronic dictionaries. The memory can be programmed only once 
and it is an irreversible process. Erasable programmable ROM (EPROM) is a NVM type 
that consists of floating-gate transistors individually programmed by an electronic device 
which supplies higher voltage than normally used in digital circuits. The EPROM can be 
erased by exposure to strong UV light (253.7 nm). In contrast, electrically erasable 
programmable ROM (EEPROM, often written as E2PROM) is a type of memory used in 
electronic devices to store small amounts of data in the case of power removal, i.e. device 
configuration. When larger amounts of data have to be stored, a specific type of 
EEPROM is used, namely flash memory. It can be electrically erased and reprogrammed. 
The last one from this group, NVRAM gathers all types of RAMs which do not lose their 
data upon power removal. This is in contrast with DRAM which belongs to the volatile 
memory group [8]. SRAM is a type of memory where the word “static” indicates, that, 
unlike DRAM, it does not need to be periodically refreshed. SRAM uses bistable latching 
circuitry to store each bit, however it is still volatile in the conventional sense that data is 
lost when the memory is not powered. The focus of this work is on the last semiconductor 
memory type, namely DRAM. 
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2.2 DRAM 
In the following subchapters, the DRAM working principle is described. It is followed by 
capacitor structure and capacitor physics. 
 
2.2.1 DRAM working principle 
 
At present, a so called one-transistor-one-capacitor (1T-1C) structure is usually 
used as a memory component of the DRAM unit cell [9].  Fig. 2.2 shows in the left upper 
corner an access transistor (T) and a capacitor (C) cell (enlarged on the right side) with 
top and bottom plate and ZrO2 dielectric between them. The storage element is connected 
via contact 2 and contact 1 (bit line - BL) to the transistor (Fig.2.2 left, down) with CoSi2 
metallization for electrode contacts (word line - WL). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2: 1T/1C DRAM cell unit [10]. 
 
In the following, the processes of writing to and reading from a DRAM cell are shortly 
described. 
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The word line applies a write voltage such that the access transistor is in the “on” state 
and behaves like a metal wire. During the writing process, the BL applies a voltage which 
is dependent on the information to be stored (Fig.2.3). It results in charging the storage 
capacitor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of writing process; “0” and “1” state during writing 
process (bottom, right). 
 
If the applied voltage is slightly higher than the half of VDD (VDD stands for positive 
power supply and “D” denotes that the supply is connected to the drains), a logical “1” is 
stored in the cell. If the value is slightly lower than 1/2VDD, a logical “0” is saved. The 
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main advantage of the half-voltage method is that the established insulator field is twice 
smaller than in VDD method what contributes to a better reliability [48]. 
 
Reading 
 
In the reading process, the BL is precharged to the voltage VBL=VDD/2 whereas the word 
line (WL) remains closed (Fig. 2.4). In the next step WL opens and voltage is applied to 
transistor gate.  The channel is conducting and electric charge flows through the source 
and drain. If the storage capacitor Cs held a logical state “1” (called also “high” state), 
then the potential on the BL will be equal VBL+∆VS (VS stands for voltage on storage 
element S). The potential on the BL capacitor (CBL) will be slightly higher than the 
applied one, and the charge will be transferred in the direction CS-CBL. The opposite 
situation suggests a logical state “0” at the storage capacitor because CBL will be depleted 
in charge. It has to be mentioned that reading procedure is a destructive process; released 
charge is lost [7].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of DRAM reading process. 
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2.3  DRAM capacitor structure 
The geometric structure of the storage capacitor has been evolving throughout the 
years of scaling [11, 31]. Different forms have been applied to obtain improvements in 
capacitance density. One can distinguish two major designs: planar and three dimensional 
(3D) structures [3].  The working principle is the same in each.  
Fig. 2.5 shows how the DRAM capacitor structure evolved through the shrinking 
technology nodes. Colors represent different functional materials; red stands for metal 
gate (WL), blue for metal plate of the capacitor, green for the dielectric and grey for p-Si. 
BL is shown on the top, along the unit cell. 
 
Planar capacitor design: 
 
As an example 16-KBit to 1 MBit DRAMs in early 70s to the mid- 80s belonged 
to the planar device cell family. This structure based on a transfer device (n- or p-channel 
MOSFET) and a capacitor placed horizontally along the transfer side and occupying 
typically 30% of the DRAM cell area. Two kinds of capacitor structures were used; poly-
insulator-silicon (PIS) and poly-insulator-poly (PIP). The change from PIS to PIP 
reduced the silicon depletion layer, acting as parasitic series capacitance and reducing the 
total capacitance of the unit cell.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5: DRAM capacitor structure, schematic depiction; colors in the figure: red 
stands for metal gate (WL), blue for metal plate of the capacitor, green for the dielectric 
and grey for p-Si [48-49]. 
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3D capacitor design: 
 
Fabrication of 4-Mbit DRAM required the introduction of 3D structures to follow the 
scaling trend without effective capacitor area reduction. One of the ideas was to position 
the capacitor within a deep trench (DT) (Fig. 2.5) [12, 48]. Trench developed very 
quickly by increasing the depth/width (D/W) ratio and using thereby more efficient the 
silicon substrate area.  
 
TRENCH 
Within the 16 Mb up to the 256 Mb DRAM cells, density enhancing innovations 
focused on techniques as shallow trench isolation (STI) [13], BL contact borderless to 
word line [14], and self aligned buried strap [15]. 256 Mb DRAM generation 
manufactured in 2001 had a cell size of approximately 0.16 µm2 and a minimum pitch o 
0.28 µm2 [16, 17]. Furthermore, 70 nm and a 58 nm technology were reported [18, 19] as 
well as 40 nm DRAM cell [20]. A trench aspect ratio of 90 was presented for the 70 nm 
technology node and an aspect ratio of 120 within the 40 nm node. By the year 2007, 
scaling of DT structures became problematic. Major issues included technological 
difficulties with further increasing of the aspect ratio and uniform filling with electrode 
and dielectric materials, as well as very high thermal budget which these materials had to 
withstand (~1000 ºC); for these reasons the stack architecture became most popular. 
 
STACK 
The second type of 3D structure is the stack capacitor. As it was introduced, the 
requirement for the dielectric constant of the material changed towards higher values in 
order to keep the same capacitance thickness. For sub-100 nm technologies, a cylinder 
capacitor structure utilizing the inner and outer cylinder surface area and a cup capacitor 
structure was proposed. It delivers only half of the capacitor area at the same aspect ratio 
as DT but is mechanically more robust [21, 22]. Two geometric structures were 
distinguished here – capacitor-over-bit-line (COB) and capacitor-under-bit-line (CUB). 
Both solutions present the same major concern: keep the same aspect ratio for 
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contacts/vias whatever the generation for manufacturability is [51]. Stack capacitor is the 
mainstream technology nowadays. 
 
2.4  DRAM capacitor physics 
 
To understand the physics of DRAM, one has to focus on the dielectric between 
the metallic conductors, a polarisable insulating material.  
M. Faraday found that placing an insulating material between metal plates 
connected to a voltage source, increased the charge on those plates by a factor of εr, 
called dielectric constant or relative permittivity of the material [50]. Dielectric medium 
has no free charges, in other words, positive and negative charges average over the scale 
of an atom, however an external electric field E
r
 causes them to displace, forming an 
induced dipole. The electric field between electrodes stores energy until they are 
connected. If it occurs, the field collapses and charges neutralize.  
The ability of a passive element to store these charge carriers is called capacitance 
and describes the number of Coulombs of charge that can be placed on a capacitor plate 
per unit of voltage applied [23]: 
VCQ ⋅=      (2.1) 
 
Using Gauss’s law we can determine the electric field between the plates. The 
electric flux through a closed surface A, surrounding the region V is proportional to the 
electric charge QA in this region: 
    
00
1
ε
ρ
ε
A
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QdVAdE ==⋅=Φ ∫∫
r
   (2.2) 
 
where vector Ad
r
 is a surface vector, E
r
 electric field, ρ is the total electric charge density 
and ε0 is the dielectric permittivity of vacuum. The electric field is then equal to the 
electrical flux divided by the area: 
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In homogenous parallel plate capacitor electric field, E=V/d, where d stands for thickness 
(or distance between plates), therefore:  
     
0ε⋅
⋅
==
A
VC
d
VE      (2.4) 
 
and finally     
d
AC 0ε⋅=       (2.5) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6: Parallel plate capacitor 
 
To complement the case with dielectric material between metal plates the equation takes 
the form: 
     
d
AC rεε ⋅⋅= 0      (2.6) 
 
where εr stands for the dielectric permittivity of the material and is often replaced by k. In 
DRAM, if the capacitor area A is shrinking, the term C has to remain constant, nominally 
30-40fF/storage cell [11]. This is because the charge in the capacitor must be large 
enough to generate a BL voltage change that can be reliably sensed, including 
compensating for various noise sources (radiation, leakage current and electrical 
imbalances between pairs of BLs) [24, 25]. To keep C constant with decreasing A, a 
reduction in d is required. 
Decreasing the dielectric thickness can result in an increase of the leakage current density 
due to direct tunneling (DT). According to the quasi-classical Wenzel-Kramers-Brillouin 
(WKB) approximation, DT current can be expressed as:  
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where ϕ  stands for mean dielectric barrier height above Fermi level, d for oxide 
thickness, m* for effective electron mass, e for electron charge, h for Planck constant and 
V for voltage across the film [26]. As a consequence, it follows from the DT formula that 
the DT current increases exponentially with decreasing dielectric film thickness d. 
Therefore, dielectric thickness could not be reduced infinitely to satisfy leakage current 
and high capacitance density requirements at the same time. Therefore, to enable further 
miniaturization, another solution must be targeted: alternative dielectrics with higher 
dielectric permittivity εr [34, 44]. 
To compare electrical performance of higher εr dielectrics with that of SiO2, a term 
named CET was introduced. Capacitance Equivalent Thickness (CET) is determined by: 
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C
A
CET 02
εε⋅
=      (2.8) 
 
where Cmeas is the measured capacitance at defined voltage and εSiO2 the SiO2 relative 
permittivity. CET indicates how thick would be SiO2 film in order to provide the same 
capacitance as the high-k material and is extracted from electrical data. 
During material deposition on metallic electrode, a parasitic interface layer can appear 
which adds a parasitic capacitance contributing to the total capacitance CTOT (Fig. 2.7): 
 
    
  
Figure 2.7: MiM structure with performance limiting interfacial layer1. 
 
Accordingly, the equation for CET changes its form to: 
                                                 
1
 The interface from top electrode is neglected under the assumption that Au/Pt does not react with the 
dielectric layer. 
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If the denominator εhigh-k of the first part in equation (2.11) is high, than the ratio 
εSiO2/εhigh-k might be neglected in comparison with the second part where the denominator 
is small [27]. The total capacitance is then determined by the interface layer. This is why 
great care must be taken to avoid interfacial layer formation between high-k dielectrics 
and metal electrodes1. 
According to the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS), CET 
values scale with technology node, starting with 1.2 nm in 2007 and ending with less than 
0.2 nm in 2022. The maximum tolerable leakage current density is defined as 10-8 A/cm2 
at 0.5V [6]. Regarding equation (1.7) and assuming ideal dielectric (without defects and 
interface) and tunneling barrier of 2.3 eV, with effective mass 0.2 me (parameters in 
agreement with literature with respect to HfO2 [52]), and combining those parameters 
with CET, one can estimate (Fig. 2.8) the predicted dielectric permittivity for the year 
2012 according to the roadmap to be about 50 [28]. In case of “real” materials which are 
very likely to contain defects, even higher dielectric constants will be required. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1
 In this work, the impact of quantum effects is not included: the influence on the CET value is in the region 
of  0.05 nm which is within the marginal error of our measurement. 
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Figure 2.8: Dielectric constant vs. year, DRAM storage node cell of MIM capacitor 
shown by solid line, values on the plot refer to corresponding CET values [28]. 
 
2.5 DRAM dielectric 
 
First DRAM’s were based on SiO2 and manufactured in the silicon-insulator-
silicon (SIS) form. Then SiO2/Si3N4 (ON/ONO, oxide-nitride and oxide-nitride-oxide, 
respectively) was introduced. The SiO2 had a relative dielectric constant of 3.9 while the 
Si3N4 about 6-8 depending on stoichiometry. From 2001 onwards, radical dielectric 
material changes were introduced. Si3N4 is abandoned in stack architectures due to its 
high thermal budget but it remains mainstream dielectric in DT caps [29]. MIS stacked-
capacitors using high-k materials and metallic top electrodes are reported with 1 Gb chips 
using Ta2O5 and 4 Gb using Al2O3 in 100 nm technology. DRAM then enters sub-100 nm 
technology CMOS nodes, focusing on design and application issues. New high-k 
dielectric materials, as HfO2 and ZrO2, with low thermal budget, are introduced to replace 
Ta2O5 in stack capacitors, along with the introduction of MIM cells [30].  
Figure 2.9 presents the memory ground rule vs. CET for stack and trench 
technologies below 90nm. Trench DRAM utilized ON in the SIS structure up to 65 nm 
technology node. In order to scale it below 50 nm, an introduction of MIS construction 
and new material (HfSiO) was necessary. The 90 nm ground rule stack capacitor based 
on HfAlO in MIM configuration. As further scaling proceeds, ZrAlO will be in focus 
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until sub-40 nm technology node. Continuing progress will demand admixture of TiO2 to 
binary compounds, resulting in ternary dielectrics. There are no known solutions 
concerning dielectric materials for the future 28 nm technology node. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.9: Design rule vs. capacitance equivalent thickness. DRAM structure, dielectric 
material as well as the electrode material change [48]. 
 
Therefore, making use of its well—established Si CMOS compatibility, we will use HfO2 
( rε  ~ 20 for amorphous and monoclinic phases) as a study material and make an attempt 
to improve the dielectric parameters (i.e. leakage density, dielectric permittivity) in such a 
way that it fulfills the requirements of the future 28 nm technology. 
 
Dielectric constant engineering 
 
As described by the Clausius-Mossotti equation, the dielectric permittivity
rε  is defined 
as a function of dielectric polarizability (α) and the molar volume (Vm): 
 
 
 
 
Hence, increasing α and decreasing Vm of the dielectric compoound, increases the 
dielectric permittivity εr of the material. 
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The static dielectric permittivity is frequency dependent and in the frequency regime of 
interest there are two main contributions:  
 
     eiTOT kkk +==ε     (2.13)  
 
where ki and ke correspond to the lattice and electronic contribution, respectively. Atoms 
with a large ionic radius (i.e. high atomic number) exhibit more electron dipole response 
to an applied electrical field. The electronic contribution therefore, tends to increase the 
dielectric permittivity for higher atomic number atoms. The ionic contribution can be 
however larger than the electronic part in case of perovskite material, e.g. (Ba, Sr)TiO3 
[37]. Due to the fact that ions respond more slowly to an applied electrical field than 
electrons, the ionic contribution decreases at very high frequencies in the range of ~1012 
Hz.  
Concerning the electronic polarizability plot versus ionic radius for divalent cations 
(Fig. 2.10), one may conclude that the electronic polarizability of Ba belongs to the 
highest one, showing 5.6≈α Å3= 6.5·10-24cm3 [38, 39]. Numerous literature suggests 
that admixture of TiO2 can be beneficial for increasing k. TiO2 has a large k which arises 
through a strong contribution from soft phonons involving Ti ions and is not exhibited by 
the other group IVB metal oxides [53].  
Taking into account the considerations above, our approach to engineer the dielectric 
constant of HfO2 will be focused on three points: 
 
1. Adding Ba to HfO2 to increase the electronic polarizability. 
 
2. Obtaining crystalline BaHfO3 preferably in the high symmetry cubic perovskite 
phase (ABO3) to decrease Vm [40-42]. 
 
3. Substitution of a part of B-site atoms by Ti to introduce easily polarizable Ti-O 
bonds to further enhance dielectric constant [53]. 
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Fig. 2.10: Electronic polarizabilities (Å3=10-24cm3) of divalent cations 
vs. (ionic radius)3 [38]. 
 
According to the C-M equation, this should allow to obtain higher permittivity values 
than that of pure HfO2.  
 
2.6 Requirements placed on dielectrics materials for capacitors 
 
The dielectric materials prepared according to the discussed approach, will be evaluated 
in this work with respect to the following criteria: 
 
1. Dielectric constant rε > 50 
2. Leakage current density Jleak< 10-8 A/cm2 at 0.5V 
3. Low thermal budget < 650 ºC 
4. Capacitance equivalent thickness CET < 0.7 nm 
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2.7 Capacitor electrode 
 
 It has been shown that dielectrics with higher dielectric constant usually show 
smaller band gaps (BG) [44-45]. This trend is illustrated in Fig.2.11. It can be seen that 
BG is roughly inversely proportional to the permittivity (more exactly Eg~k-0,65 [33, 46]). 
The decreasing BG means a reduced energy distance between the oxides valence band 
maximum (VBM) defined by occupied O 2p states and the conduction band minimum 
(CBM) which in most of the oxides of interest is defined by metal d-states [46]. However, 
not only the total size of the BG is of importance. The energetic positions of CBM and 
VBM with respect to Fermi Energy (EF) of the metal electrode, defining the so called 
conduction band offset (CBO) and valence band offset (VBO), are far more critical. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.11: Band gap vs. dielectric constant [47]. 
 
Usually, the CBO for candidate oxides on Si or TiN is smaller than VBO [46-47]. This 
makes the value of CBO more critical for obtaining low leakage currents. For some 
oxides with very high dielectric constant, the CBO is reduced to values well below 1eV. 
Such barriers can not ensure ultra low leakage currents required by DRAM. A solution in 
this case may be the application of metal electrodes with higher work functions (WF) 
than that of TiN. Using this approach, the Fermi level can be shifted towards the mid-gap 
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position of the insulator. As a result, the CBO is increased (at the expense of VBO) and 
leakage can be reduced. For this reason, the traditional TiN electrodes may be replaced in 
the future by metals with higher WF, e.g. Ru (see Fig. 2.11). 
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Chapter 3 
 
Experimental methods 
 
 
This chapter gives a short description of experimental methods applied in this work for 
the preparation and characterization of dielectric materials and metal electrodes. For a 
detailed description of the different materials science and electrical characterization 
techniques, the reader is referred to the corresponding literature. 
 
3.1 Thin film deposition 
 
To characterize the properties of new dielectric materials, planar metal–insulator–metal 
(MIM) capacitors were prepared. In the following, materials and methods used in the 
preparation process are described.  
 
3.1.1 Substrates 
4–inch, boron–doped (5–15 Ωcm) Si (001) wafers covered with thin TiN layers (~20 nm) 
were used as substrates. The TiN layers were prepared by DC magnetron sputtering of Ti 
in Argon/Nitrogen ambient at 300ºC. 
 
3.1.2 Dielectric material deposition 
A large variety of deposition methods was applied in the research of new dielectric 
materials including Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD), Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD), 
Atomic Vapor Deposition (AVD), Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD), Molecular Beam 
Deposition (MBD) and sputtering [54].  
Most thin films used in microelectronic industry are deposited using CVD or ALD. 
Although they offer a very good control over the film stoichiometry and uniformity, 
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expensive precursor chemistry, instrumentation costs and high reproducibility make them 
suitable for industrial production.  
However, due to the low flexibility of CVD and ALD for research tasks, MBD by 
electron beam evaporation (e–beam) and effusion cell (Knudsen cell) was utilized in this 
study. This method offers clean, cost effective and rapid solution for primary material 
screening studies. In the electron evaporator, a focused electron beam heats the target (in 
this study: HfO2, Ti2O3) and source atoms are evaporated towards the substrate. In 
Knudsen cell (in this study: BaO), high temperature is applied to the material by indirect 
ohmic heating in the effusion cell leading to material evaporation [55]. The parallel use of 
both sources allows stoichiometric deposition of complex compounds. The purity of 
materials evaporated in this study was better than 99.99%. 
The dielectric deposition experiments were carried out in an ultra high vacuum (UHV) 
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system (DCA MBE 600) designed for handling 4–inch 
wafers. The setup consists of a load–lock, preparation and characterization chamber, 
shown in Fig. 3.1, connected by an UHV transfer line. In the load-lock stage, samples 
were degassed (200 ºC for 20 min at 10–6 mbar) to free the surface from contaminations. 
During the dielectric deposition the pressure was kept around 10-7 mbar. 
The substrate temperature was set to 400 ºC during deposition and the deposition rates 
were typically in the range of 0.01 to 0.05 nm/s. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.1 DCA 600 UHV Molecular Beam Deposition chamber for preparation (left) and 
in situ characterization (XPS, UPS) (right) of thin dielectric films used in this study. 
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3.1.3 Post deposition treatment 
Selected samples were directly after deposition annealed for 15 s using a Rapid Thermal 
Annealing (RTA) tool from Jipelec (Jetfirst 100) shown in Fig. 3.2. The annealing 
ambient was N2 and temperatures were varied in the range from 600 ºC to 900 ºC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.2 JIPELEC JETFIRST Rapid Thermal Annealing furnace 
 
3.1.4 Top metal electrode deposition 
For top metal contact evaporation a MSBA–580 TSEW (Malz & Schmidt) metallization 
chamber was applied (Fig. 3.3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.3 Metallization chamber MSBA–580 TSEW (Malz & Schmidt) for 4 and 8 inch 
wafers for TiN, Al, Au, Pt and Ti metal contacts, shadow mask for metal contact 
preparation 
Two types of metal electrodes were evaporated through a shadow mask: Gold (Au) and 
Platinum (Pt). For Au electrodes resistive thermal evaporation was applied. The material 
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is evaporated by passing a large current through a crucible (in the boat form) which has a 
finite electrical resistance. For Pt contacts, an electron beam evaporation source was used 
[Fig. 3.3]. 
 
3.2 Characterization methods 
 
In this subchapter, characterization methods which followed the deposition process will 
be described.  
 
3.2.1 Materials science characterization 
 
3.2.1.1 X–ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
The characterization chamber shown in Fig. 3.1 allows for in situ control of the 
chemical composition of the dielectric layers using X–Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
(XPS). It is equipped with a non–monochromatized Al Kα (1486.6 eV) and Mg Kα 
(1253.6 eV) X–ray radiation sources and a SPECS PHOIBOS–100 hemispherical 
analyzer. This study utilized Al Kα radiation at 100 W power. 
 XPS is an element sensitive method to determine the chemical composition of the 
surface [56]. It involves irradiation of a sample by photons of known energy (E=hν). As a 
consequence, electrons are liberated from their bound states with binding energy EB and 
are analyzed with respect to their kinetic energy EKIN (Fig. 3.4). 
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Fig. 3.4 X–Ray Photoelectron spectroscopy working principle, ϕ – the take–off angle 
under which the electrons are collected 
 
The kinetic energy (EKIN) of the emitted electrons is then given by the energy 
conservation law: 
BKIN EhE −Φ−= ν     (3.1) 
where Φ stands for the analyzer work function, υ for the frequency and h is the Planck 
constant. The so–called photoelectric effect was originally postulated by Einstein [57].  
The photoionization process can be illustrated in a simplified way as an initial and final 
state (Fig. 3.5): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3.5 Photoelectron initial and final state picture 
 
In the simplified one electron picture, the final state wave function represents an atom 
with a hole in the core level. If one assumes that the spatial distributions and energies of 
the final state electrons are the same as in the initial state before emission of the electron, 
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then the binding energy is simply equal to the negative orbital energy of the emitted 
electron. This approximation is called Koopmans’ theorem and does not always correctly 
describe the photoionization effect. 
The binding energy of an emitted electron including additional effects can be more 
correctly described by: 
relaxionicchemB EEEEE ∆+∆+∆+= 0    (3.2) 
E0 stands for the undisturbed binding energy of the atom from which the photoelectron is 
excited and is tabulated in the literature [58]. 
∆Echem. is the chemical shift which is directly correlated with the change in electron 
density at the ionized atom when the atom is placed in a solid. Passing from the isolated 
atom to the compound layer, atomic orbitals become molecular orbitals. In consequence, 
valence electrons form molecular orbitals and core electrons change their energy due to 
the screening effects of the nucleus in the new chemical environment. Thus, EB changes 
enabling chemical state identification of the element. 
The influence of more distant atoms is given by ∆Eionic which is also called “Madelung 
energy”. This component is strongest in ionic compounds.  
It is noted that the “sudden approximation” phenomena, which states that the primary 
excitation is rapid with respect to the relaxation process of the remaining electrons, 
provides a one–electron picture with the ability to explain the contributions to the binding 
energy mentioned so far. 
The last term in the equation 3.2, ∆Erelax stands for complex multi-electron process 
corrections as i.e. shake–up and shake–off lines (e.g. excitation of plasmons) [59, 60]. 
In this work, the preparation of thin dielectric film was followed by quantitative analysis 
according to the formula: 
A
B
B
A
B
A
ASF
ASF
I
I
N
N
⋅=      (3.3) 
where N stands for the concentration of element A and B, I is the obtained XPS intensity 
and ASF stands for Atomic Sensitivity Factor. The ASF parameter was calibrated using 
additional Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS) measurements. More details 
are given in chapter 4. 
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3.2.1.2 X–ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) 
X–ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements are based on excitation of electrons 
from a core level to partially filled or even empty states in the same system [61]. Since 
the absorption peak positions and their intensity are directly related to the nature of 
unoccupied electronic states, XAS in contrast to XPS allows for probing of the empty 
orbitals. 
XAS excitation obeys the dipole selection rule, which states that the change in angular 
momentum quantum number should be ∆l=±1 between the initial and final states. The 
absorption of X–rays gives rise to an electronic excitation from a core level to an 
unoccupied state and a core hole is created.  
Experimentally, XAS spectra are recorded by measuring either the electron yield or 
fluorescence yield as a function of incident photon energy. In this study, XAS 
experiments were carried out at the U49/2–PGM–2 undulator beamline of Bessy II using 
the ASAM end–station [62-64]. The XAS experiment requires a tunable source of energy, 
therefore the measurement must be done at synchrotron radiation facility. 
Spectra were acquired in the total electron yield mode. To learn about the energetic 
positions of the lowest unoccupied states in the dielectric materials of interest, XAS 
O K-edge scans were performed. This measurement involved transitions from O1s to O2p 
(Fig. 3.6) states which are hybridized with the unoccupied d states of metal cations 
forming the conduction band minimum (CBM) [65]. As a result, the location of the CBM 
with respect to the Fermi level can be obtained [66]. In combination with UPS, which 
probes the occupied states at the valence band maximum (VBM), this method allows 
determination of the electronic band gap of the material under investigation [67]. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.6 Effects involved in the XAS emission (left) [69], schematic representation of the 
transition investigated by XAS at the OK1 edge (right) [66]. 
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3.2.1.3 X–Ray Reflectivity (XRR) 
X–ray reflectivity (XRR) is a non–destructive method to study the thickness and 
roughness of thin layers and multilayer systems [70]. In this work, to measure XRR 
spectra, a Rigaku DMAX 1500 diffractometer of the Bragg–Brentano type and Rigaku 
Smart–Lab diffractometer with a CuKα source (λ=1.5406 Å) were utilized. 
In XRR, the sample is irradiated with a monochromatic X–ray beam of a known 
wavelength λ under an incident angle θ, and the reflected intensity is measured at an 
angle 2 θ [71]. XRR operates typically in the θ range between 0 and 10 degrees. For an 
incident angle below the critical angle θC, a total external reflection is observed. Above 
the θC value, the X–ray penetrates into the sample. According to the electron density 
difference between the layer of interest and neighbouring films, oscillations (so called 
“Kiessig fringes”) are observed. Due to the reflected beam interference, a certain 
periodicity and intensity fluctuation can be observed which gives the information about 
thickness and roughness of the film, respectively. Here, the thickness d is defined by the 
use of classical theory (Fresnel equation): 
m
d
m θθ
λ
22 1 −
≈
+
     (3.4) 
where the denominator is the angular distance between two neighboring interference 
maxima 2θm+1 and 2θm (see Fig. 3.7). To obtain the thickness, a model with electron 
density, surface roughness and thickness parameters is used. The simulation is done with 
the RCRefSim software [72]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.7 Example of XRR measurement (red) and simulation (green). 
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3.2.1.4 X–Ray Diffraction (XRD) 
X–Ray Diffraction was performed using the same equipment as for XRR. The 
measurements were based on two different experimental geometries described below (Fig. 
3.8): specular θ-2θ and grazing incidence XRD (GIXRD). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.8 XRD setup in two geometries: left θ–2θ specular scan, right–Grazing Incidence 
XRD (GIXRD). 
 
Specular θ–2θ measurements 
To obtain information about crystallographic structure of the film, specular θ–2θ 
measurements were performed. These scans involve higher θ angles than XRR ranging 
between 10º and 60º and reveal information about the crystallographic structure of the 
material. 
In this process, electrons oscillate similar to Hertz dipole at a frequency of the incident 
beam and become the source of electromagnetic dipoles radiation. Due to the periodic 
arrangement of the atoms in a crystal and similar dimensions of the wavelength and 
interatomic distance, constructive or destructive interference appear, resulting in the 
observation of Bragg peaks. 
Fig. 3.8 (left) shows the Laue condition in the vector form. The incident plane wave has a 
vector Ki whose length is 1/λ. If no energy is gained or lost in the diffraction process 
(called elastic scattering) then the |Ki|=|Kf|, where Kf is the diffracted plane wave vector. 
A Bragg peak is observed when the impulse transfer vector Khkl (equal to the difference 
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between Ki and Kf) is identical in the magnitude and direction to the reciprocal lattice 
vector Hkhl. 
The lattice d–spacing in a single crystal has the following relation to the reciprocal lattice 
vector [73]:  
     ||
1
hkl
hkl H
d =         (3.5) 
 
Using the geometrical relationship shown in Fig. 3.8 (left), 
i
hkl
K
K 1
2
sin ⋅=θ      (3.6) 
allows deriving Bragg’s law for X–ray diffraction from the Laue condition in vector 
form: 
θλθ sin
12sin21 == i
hkl
K
d
    (3.7) 
As a result, the scattering of X–rays on crystal planes with a spacing d is described by: 
θλ sin2 ⋅⋅=⋅ hkldn      (3.8) 
where n is the order of reflection (integer) and θ is the Bragg reflection angle. For 
amorphous materials with random atomic orientation, no diffraction peaks are observed. 
If atoms are arranged in a periodic form, the waves diffracted from the parallel atomic 
planes can interfere constructively resulting in strong diffraction maxima characteristic 
for a given material according to Bragg’s law (Eq. 3.8). 
 
Grazing Incidence XRD (GIXRD) Analysis 
To gain surface sensitive crystallographic information about thin dielectrics used in this 
work, a so called Grazing Incidence XRD (GIXRD) study was performed. Grazing–
incidence diffraction is a scattering geometry combining the above described Bragg 
condition with the conditions for X–ray total external reflection from crystal surfaces. 
Due to the strong enhancement of the electric field at the surface under total reflection 
condition, this provides superior sensitivity of GIXRD as compared to the other 
diffraction schemes in the studies of thin surface layers, since the penetration depth of X–
rays inside the slab is reduced by three orders of magnitude–typically from 1–10 µm to 
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1–10 nm [74]. In our experiment, the X–ray beam hits the surface at grazing incidence 
(α=0.8º) while the detector angle is scanned over a 2θ range from 24º to 55º. 
 
3.2.1.5 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) for roughness determination 
The AFM was developed to overcome a basic drawback with scanning tunneling 
microscopy (STM) [75] –which could image topology of conducting or semiconducting 
surfaces only. The AFM has the advantage of imaging almost any type of surface. Most 
AFMs use a laser beam deflection system (shown in Fig. 3.9), introduced by Meyer and 
Amer [76]. In this work, we used an Omicron variable temperature (VT) UHV AFM. It 
operates by measuring attractive or repulsive forces between a tip and the sample [77]. In 
the repulsive mode, called “contact mode”, the tip placed at the end of a spring cantilever 
touches the surface. Two scanning modes may be distinguished in this case: constant 
height mode and constant force mode. The former one is described elsewhere [78]. This 
study utilized constant force mode. In this case, the cantilever vertical deflection reflects 
repulsive force acting upon the tip. The deflection is maintained by the feedback circuitry 
on the preset value. With changing topology the tip–sample force is kept constant while 
the piezotube is moving. This allows Z–coordinate (height) acquisition. For X and Y 
information, light deflection from the back side of the tip is used and monitored by a 
Position Sensitive Detector (PSD). Main advantage of the constant force mode is the 
possibility to measure with high resolution simultaneously topography and other 
characteristics, e.g. friction forces, spreading resistance or leakage current. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.9 Left: Omicron UHV Atomic Force Microscope (UHV C–AFM); Right: 
Schematical AFM working principle 
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3.2.2 Dielectric and electrical characterization 
 
3.2.2.1 Capacitance–voltage (C–V) 
To measure capacitance of the prepared MIM capacitors, C–V measurements were 
performed. In this measurement, a small AC signal (dVAC~20 mV) is superimposed on a 
DC (VDC) signal and applied to the plates of the capacitor (see Fig. 3.10, left). 
Subsequently the DC voltage is varied in a desired range (in this study: –1 V÷1 V) and a 
relationship between the capacitance and the DC bias voltage is obtained. CV 
measurements were performed using Keithley Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer 
4200-SCS with integrated auto balancing bridge technique [79]. In this measurement 
method, the impedance |Z| of the capacitor and the phase shift ϕ on the capacitor are 
measured. Subsequently, the capacitance value is calculated assuming an appropriate 
equivalent circuit which best describes the capacitor [80]. In this study, the tested 
capacitors were modeled as non–ideal elements composed of a parallel combination of a 
capacitor and a resistor (Fig. 3.10, right). According to this model, the capacitance can be 
expressed as: 
2
11
1
QZ
C p
+
=
ω
     (3.9) 
where ω  is the angular frequency and Q stands for quality factor and is expressed as: 
ϕtan=Q       (3.10) 
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Fig. 3.10 C-V: Applied AC amplitude followed by DC voltage sweeping the bias range 
(left), parallel equivalent circuit for C–V acquisition (middle), simplified schematics of 
C–V measurement; J-V: Simplified drawing of J–V measurement setup. 
The capacitance values were then used to extract the dielectric constant of the 
investigated dielectrics according to the parallel plate capacitor model where C is 
described in Eq. 2.6. 
The simplified schematic of C–V measurement setup is shown in the Fig. 3.10.  
 
3.2.2.2 Current–voltage (J–V) 
Macroscopic leakage current curves (J–V) were acquired based on the configuration 
shown in Fig. 3.10. The characteristics can be recorded by using a simple measurement 
setup consisting of a DC voltage source and a precise current meter [81]. The DC leakage 
current was obtained at room temperature while sweeping the applied bias voltage. For 
leakage current mechanism study, temperature dependent J–V characteristics were 
acquired in the temperature range of 210–390 K using SUSS PMV–200 Vacuum Prober. 
 
3.2.2.3 Conductive Atomic Force Microscopy (C–AFM) 
Nanoscopical leakage current investigation was carried out using a C–AFM instrument. It 
utilizes the same working principle as the above described AFM. Additionally to the 
topography measured in contact mode, leakage current information is acquired [82, 83]. 
The experiments were done under UHV conditions (10-11 mbar) and prior to the C–AFM 
studies the samples were heated indirectly (radiative) at 150 °C in order to free the film 
from hydrocarbon and water contamination. The conditions in UHV chamber (residual 
gases’ desorption) were controlled using an Inficon mass spectrometer. We used diamond 
coated tips due to the wear off resistance and low resistivity with a force constant of 
2.8 N/m. The sample was grounded and the tip polarized. Current maps were acquired at 
a constant voltage. At certain points of interest, J–V characteristics were measured. The 
acquisition was followed by data evaluation using SPIP Software [84]. 
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Chapter 4 
 
Results and discussion 
 
This chapter summarizes the experimental results. It is divided into two parts: in the first 
part the focus is put on comparison of BaHfO3 and HfO2 dielectric layers on TiN metallic 
substrate; second part shows an approach to optimize the dielectric properties of thin 
BaHfO3 films by introducing Ti ions on the B position of the cubic ABO3 perovskite 
structure. 
 
4.1 Characteristics of BaHfO3 dielectric films 
 
4.1.1 Macroscopic study 
This subchapter is split into 4 parts with regard to the goal of the analysis: chemical 
composition, structural properties, electrical characteristics, and band gap investigation. 
 
4.1.1.1 Chemical composition 
To achieve the target stoichiometry, BaO and HfO2 fluxes were calibrated using 
quantitative analysis of XPS spectra. In this analysis, if a photon of energy hυ ionizes a 
core level X in an atom of element A in a solid, the photoelectron current IA is given by: 
θλυβυσ cos)(),(),()( AMAAAA ENXhXhKXI =      (4.1) 
where σA(hυ, X) is the photoelectric cross–section for ionization of the X core level by 
photons with energy hυ, βA(hυ, X) the angular asymmetry parameter for above emission, 
AN  the atomic density for the element A averaged over the analysis depth, Mλ  the 
inelastic mean free path (IMFP) in matrix M containing atom A at kinetic energy EA  
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(EA= hυ–EB), and θ is the angle of the emission to the surface normal. K is a 
proportionality constant containing fixed operating conditions (X–ray characteristic line 
flux (J0), transmission (T(x, y, EA)) and efficiency D(EA) of the analyzer at a given EA). 
Values for σA and βA have been calculated by Scofield and Reilman, respectively [85, 86]. 
For a homogenous material, the photoemission line intensity can be expressed as: 
)()( AMAAAA ENhCI λυσ∝         (4.2) 
where CA is a constant containing the proportionality constant K, angular asymmetry and 
angle of the emission. The formula for λM(EA) was derived by Seah and Dench [87]: 
2/12/12/1 41.0where)()( −=⋅⋅= eVnmAEdAE AAMλ    (4.3) 
where λM(E) is in monolayers, d is the “monolayer” thickness in nanometers 
( 243 10x
Nn
Ad
⋅⋅
=
ρ
 with A-atomic or molecular weight, ρ-bulk density in kg·m-3, n–
number of atoms in molecule and N–Avogadro number) and E is in electron volts. If we 
define an atomic sensitivity factor for an element A as ASFA: 
 
)()( AMAAA EhCASF λυσ=    (4.4) 
then the intensity from Eq. 4.2 is given by: 
AAA ASFNI =       (4.5) 
If we wish to know the relative material amounts in a compound formed from material A 
and B, it is necessary to know the sensitivity factors for the elements and to measure the 
area under XPS photoemission lines [88, 89]: 
BB
AA
B
A
ASFI
ASFI
N
N
/
/
=       (4.6) 
In this work, the ASF parameters were calibrated using independent analysis of chemical 
composition based on Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS) measurement. The 
correction was below 5 % with respect to the single elements data given in XPS 
handbooks [60]. 
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Figure 4.1: XPS for HfO2, BaHfO3 and BaO compounds; (a) Ba 3d (b) Hf 4f/Ba5p, (c) 
O 1s photoemission spectra. The red plot presents the raw data; the black line shows the 
fitted curve; single peaks are marked in blue and grey background represents the Shirley 
function. All layers with similar 20 nm thickness. 
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According to this description, the stoichiometry information was calculated in five steps:  
1. Background extraction – Shirley background type was applied, 
2. Energy range definition, 
3. Single peak fitting with asymmetric Gaussian–Lorentzian function, 
4. Area integration under the photoemission line, 
5. Application of Atomic Sensitivity Factor (ASF) obtained from [58] as 
demonstrated by C. D. Wagner [90] and corrected in accordance to RBS 
measurements. 
Table 1 summarizes the results obtained from our XPS spectra analysis (Fig. 4.1) 
according to Eq. 4.5 and Eq. 4.6. The results are shown separately for each line (Ba 3d5/2, 
Hf 4f, O 1s) and contain area under photoemission line followed by data divided by 
respective ASF value. Finally, below the single lines, a summary result from the 
measurement is shown for each compound. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1: Example of quantitative analysis for HfO2, BaHfO3 and BaO obtained from XPS 
measurement. In the left column, the integrated area under XPS curve, right column 
includes the atomic sensitivity factor in the calculation. For final result, the right column 
is considered 
 
Dielectric compound Ba 3d5/2 (ASF=7.469) 
 XPS peak area Area/ASF 
HfO2 15 (noise) 2.0 (noise) 
BaHfO3 219900.5 29441.8 
BaO 204718.9 27409.14 
 Hf 4f (ASF=2.639) 
 XPS peak area Area/ASF 
HfO2 305568.5 115789.5 
BaHfO3 92271.3 31964.5 
BaO 15 (noise) 5.7 (noise) 
 O 1s (ASF=0.711) 
 XPS peak area Area/ASF 
HfO2 162032.63 227894.9 
BaHfO3 65575 92230 
BaO 19566.7 27520 
 FINAL RESULT (including ASF) 
HfO2 Hf:O= 1:1.97 
BaHfO3 Ba:Hf:O = 1:1.08:3.13 
BaO Ba:O = 1:0.992 
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All samples taken into further consideration exhibited the target BaHfO3 stoichiometry 
(Ba: Hf: O~1:1:3) with a maximal deviation of 5 %. 
The analysis of chemical shifts of the Ba 3d5/2, Hf 4f and O 1s photoemission lines is 
illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Here, the sample thicknesses were close to 20 nm. The discussion 
starts from the marginal values of the pure compounds (here HfO2 and BaO), then they 
are compared with BaHfO3 compound with regard to the chemical shift. 
Fig. 4.1 (a) shows Ba 3d photoelectron emission in the energy range from 774 to 785 eV. 
For pure HfO2 film, only noise signal is observed as expected. In BaO thin layer, the 
Ba 3d5/2 peak appears on the reference position 7 79 eV. This is in agreement with 
literature data for oxidized Ba2+ valence states [91]. The photoemission line of the 
intermediate compound, BaHfO3, appears on higher binding energy (779.6 eV). The shift 
in binding energy equals 0.5 eV and is caused, according to the electronegativity rules, by 
an increased ionicity of Ba in BaHfO3 with respect to ΒaO [92]. 
Fig. 4.1 (b) shows the photoemission lines in the energy window from 10 to 23 eV. For 
HfO2, two peaks centered at 16.5 eV and 18.2 eV are clearly visible. These signals are 
characteristic of Hf 4f7/2 and Hf 4f5/2 photoemission lines in fully oxidized HfO2 
compounds. The binding energy distance of spin–orbit–splitting components (SOS) is 
close to the handbook XPS data [58] and equals 1.7 eV. For BaO, the photoemission 
energy range detects the Ba 5p line splitting into 5p3/2 (14.0 eV) and 5p1/2 (15.5 eV) 
[93, 94]. No contribution from Hf component is observed. For BaHfO3 two main peaks 
can be clearly identified: the Hf 4f7/2 and Hf 4f5/2 components distanced by 1.7 eV. The 
binding energy shift with regard to HfO2 is equal to ∆E= – 0.4 eV. In the initial state 
picture this can be explained by higher electronegativity of Hf compared to Ba ions (1.3 
and 0.89 in Pauling scale, respectively) [95]. A small shoulder on the lower binding 
energy (~13 eV) can be attributed to Ba 5p states which overlap with the Hf 4f line. Here, 
the Ba 5p components are also visible; however the intensity is almost two times lower. 
The corresponding O 1s spectra are shown in Fig. 4.1 (c). For HfO2 the main O 1s peak is 
located at 530.9 eV. For BaO it is visible at 528.7 eV. The BaHfO3 exhibits an O 1s 
photoemission line between HfO2 and BaO at 530.4 eV. According to the 
electronegativity rules, this indicates the formation of a mixed BaO–HfO compound [32]. 
Furthermore, in case of inhomogeneous mixed compounds (e.g. phase separated HfOx 
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and BaOx), two photoemission peaks would be visible due to sufficient XPS energy 
resolution. In this study, however, for BaHfO3, only one peak in the O 1s energy range 
was resolved. This indicates the formation of a homogenous BaHfO3 film. At higher 
binding energy in HfO2 and BaHfO3, the Hf 4s peak appears (532.4 eV). In BaO the 
additional peak around 532 eV is attributed to the formation of Ba(OH)2 and/or BaCOx 
[96] at the film surface. 
 
Summarizing results from this subchapter, simultaneous BaO and HfO2 deposition results 
in the formation of a homogenous mixed oxide layer with the stoichiometry of BaHfO3 
(within 5 % analytical error). This result is further corroborated by the following XRD 
structure investigation. 
 
4.1.1.2 Structural properties 
 
The deposition and in–situ chemical characterization process was followed by ex–situ 
investigations. This part summarizes the experimental results obtained by XRD. The data 
present the structural properties of HfO2 and BaHfO3 layers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Specular θ–2θ analysis from (a) as deposited 21 nm monoclinic HfO2, (b) 
as-deposited 43.5 nm amorphous BaHfO3 and (c) 43.3 nm cubic BaHfO3 after 
post-deposition treatment 
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Fig. 4.2 (a) shows a specular θ–2θ scan obtained for a 21 nm thick HfO2 film. The as 
deposited (400 ºC) layer shows diffraction peaks corresponding to the monoclinic HfO2 
phase (m-HfO2) [35]. Additionally, the (200) diffraction peak from the TiN metal 
electrode as well as the (200) peak from Si substrate are visible. The latter one is 
normally forbidden in kinematical scattering theory but it can be visible due to the 
covalent bonding character of Si which results in a deviation from spherical electron 
distribution around Si atom. In addition, further intensity change might result on the 
Si (200) Bragg peak position from so called “Umweganregungen” according to the 
experimental geometry [97]. 
Fig. 4.2 (b) shows the diffraction pattern from as deposited 43.5 nm thick BaHfO3 layer. 
After the deposition process, no reflection apart from the Si and TiN signals are visible. 
Clearly, stoichiometric admixtures of Ba atoms into the pure HfO2 layers prevent the film 
to crystallize and the compound is X-ray amorphous (a–BaHfO3). The XRD pattern 
changes dramatically after RTA treatment at 800 ºC. For the a–BaHfO3 layers, post–
deposition thermal treatment induces crystallization and the XRD spectrum is a finger 
print of the cubic BaHfO3 perovskite structure [98] with lattice constant a= 4.16 Å, as 
will be discussed later in the subchapter 4.2.1.2. It is noted that for thin BaHfO3 layers 
below 10 nm which are the goal for DRAM application, the crystallization process starts 
at higher temperature and the samples remain amorphous even after RTA at 800 ºC (data 
not shown). In this case, higher annealing temperatures are required (~900 ºC) to induce 
crystallization towards the c–BaHfO3 phase. 
 
4.1.1.3 Electrical characteristics 
We now present the results of electrical characterization for Pt/high–k/TiN MIM 
structures. Fig. 4.3 (a) compares the dielectric constants of the investigated insulator 
layers. Here, CET (introduced in Eq. 2.8 and Eq. 2.11) was plotted as a function of 
physical thickness. The k–values were extracted according to the slope of the linear 
regression of single points obtained from C–V measurements. The intersection with zero 
thickness point gives information about the existence of low-k interface. 
The k–value of the monoclinic HfO2 is around 19, which is in good agreement with 
literature [36]. 
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Figure 4.3: (a) Comparison of the dielectric constant values for m–HfO2, a–BaHfO3 and 
c-BaHfO3; (b) Influence of the RTA process on the leakage currents in BaHfO3 dielectric. 
 
Admixture of Ba results in a slight increase of the dielectric permittivity so that a value of 
about k~23 is obtained for amorphous BaHfO3 compound. Crystallization in the 
c-BaHfO3 phase upon thermal treatment (proved by XRD) is accompanied by an abrupt 
increase of the dielectric constant to about 38. Furthermore, for c–BaHfO3, the presence 
of an interface layer within the ±0.1 nm error can be excluded from the plot. The CET 
values for m–HfO2 are twice higher than for c–BaHfO3: for the same thickness (8 nm) the 
CET for m–HfO2 is close to 2 nm whereas the same c–BaHfO3 thickness results in CET 
close to 0.9 nm.  
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Figure 4.4: (a) Temperature dependent J–V characteristics measured for 8 nm thick 
c-BaHfO3 layer; (b) Corresponding Arrhenius plot and (c) Activation energy (Ea) as a 
function of square root of electric field (E1/2) 
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consequence, a substantial increase in the leakage current density (from 1.7·10–9 A/cm2 
(@ 2.65 nm CET) to 8.6·10–8 A/cm2 (@1.6 nm CET) and for the second sample from 
2.8·10–9 A/cm2 (@ 2.35 nm CET) to 6·10–7 A/cm2 (@ 1.4 nm CET) at 0.5 V) is observed. 
Thus, the leakage current density on c-BaHfO3 layer is beyond the current limit (dashed 
line) defined by ITRS.  
To learn more about the leakage mechanism, we performed temperature dependent J–V 
measurements shown in Fig. 4.4 (a). Here, J–V characteristics are shown in the 
temperature range from 210 K to 390 K under TiN substrate injection. The currents 
detected at voltages below 1 V are noisy and their temperature dependence is weak. We 
attribute this regime to macroscopic defects, possibly due to Ti contamination from the 
underlying TiN metal electrode [99]. In the higher voltage range, the leakage mechanism 
is dominated by point defects [100], presumably associated with so called “hot spot” 
areas. In this strongly temperature dependent voltage regime, the concentration of carriers 
is dominated by trapping and detrapping phenomena, with voltage dependence 
resembling a Poole–Frenkel effect. In the Pool–Frenkel model, field–enhanced electrons 
trapped in localized states are expelled to the conduction band due to thermal fluctuations. 
The electric field dependence of the Pool–Frenkel current is given by [101]: 
















−⋅−⋅⋅=
∞ 0
exp
εpiε
φ qE
Tk
qEAJ B
B
PF    (4.7) 
where A is the effective Richardson constant, E is the electric field, q–elementary charge, 
kB–Boltzmann constant, T–temperature, Bφ –effective trap depth, and ∞ε –the high–
frequency dielectric constant (equal to the squared optical refraction index)1, and 0ε  the 
dielectric permittivity of free space. Here, E is the electric field given by the applied 
voltage V and film thickness d: 
 
d
VE =                   (4.8) 
                                                 
1
 Note that the dielectric constant in Eq. 4.7 is the high–frequency
∞
ε , not the low–frequency rε . This is 
because the atomic vibrations which are responsible for 
rε  are not fast enough to respond to the motion of 
an electron [28]. 
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The determination of the effective trap depth Bφ  from J–V characteristic is as follows: the 
current–temperature dependence of Eq. 4.7 can be rewritten as: 








−⋅−+=
∞ 0
1)ln()ln()ln(
εpiε
φ qEq
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EAJ B
B
FP     (4.9) 
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0εpiε
β
∞
=
q
  (4.10) 
Further discussion focuses on extraction of Bφ  and β  parameter from the electrical data 
obtained by J–V. The Pool–Frenkel effect is schematically shown in the Fig. 4.5. Here, 
the solid lines show the Coulomb barrier without externally applied electric field, the 
dashed line shows how the potential profile changes after the application of electric field. 
The term Bφ  from Eq. 4.7 is marked on the plot.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Schematical representation of Pool–Frenkel effect [102], (a)–trap without 
applied voltage, (b) trap with applied voltage 
 
In this study, we can use the data obtained from J–V acquisition and extract the Bφ  value. 
The graphical representation of Eq. 4.10 known as Arrhenius plot is shown in Fig. 4.4 (b). 
Each group of symbols on the plot, corresponds to a certain value of applied voltage 
(ranging from 1÷2.5 V) measured at different temperatures (210–390 K). As seen from 
Eq. 4.10, the slope varying indicates the field dependence of the activation energy Ea: 
EE Ba βφ −=      (4.11) 
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The dependence of the activation energy on the square root of the electric field is shown 
in Fig. 4.4 (c). The trap depth Bφ  is obtained from the intercept with the y-axis (vanishing 
applied voltage). In the case of BaHfO3 discussed here, a trap depth of 0.86 eV was 
extracted. 
As HfO2–based materials are reported to be an n–type material, the trap energy level can 
be interpreted as an electron trap level below the conduction band [52, 103]. Moreover, 
the curve slope β can be determined and compared with theoretical value expected for 
Pool–Frenkel emission. In our case, it equals to 3.6E–5 2/1)( Vm ⋅  (extracted from the 
slope in Fig. 4.4 (c)). We can conclude that the plot resembles the ideal Pool-Frenkel 
behavior, as the ß value is close to the theoretical value of 3.8E–5 2/1)( Vm ⋅  within a 
deviation of 5%. This confirms the Pool-Frenkel effect as a dominating mechanism of 
leakage current for the discussed range of applied voltages in case of BaHfO3 films on 
TiN metal electrodes. 
 
In summary, as a result of Ba incorporation into HfO2, the dielectric permittivity of the 
amorphous dielectric increased by about 20% from 19 to 23 for materials deposited at 
400 ºC. Thermal treatment of BaHfO3 (RTA~800 ºC–900 ºC) resulted in a crystallization 
in the c–BaHfO3 phase and the k–value increased to ~40. As a result of dielectric constant 
increase, the CET values were scaled down to <1 nm. However, an abrupt increase in 
leakage current density was observed (6·10–7 A/cm2 at 0.5 V for CET=1.4 nm). 
Temperature dependent J-V analysis allows concluding that the leakage current is 
governed by the Pool–Frenkel effect in case of c-BaHfO3 films on TiN metal electrodes. 
 
4.1.1.4 Band gap and band alignment  
 
This subchapter addresses the fundamental electronic structure of HfO2 and BaHfO3 on 
TiN. To explain the origin of leakage current and gain insight into the band alignment, we 
performed a combined XPS–XAS study. In this method, the occupied states are probed 
by synchrotron radiation excited valence band photoemission, while the unoccupied 
states are sampled by XAS measurements.  
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Figure 4.6 compares the VB photoemission spectra (a) and the XAS spectra at the O 
K-edge (b) for the HfO2 and BaHfO3 films. The valence band maxima (VBM) for the 
investigated materials shown in the Fig. 4.6 (a) are formed by O 2p states. For HfO2, the 
VBM is located at around 3.7 eV below the TiN Fermi level. The corresponding values 
for a–BaHfO3 and c-BaHfO3 are 3.6 and 3.7 eV, respectively. It is therefore concluded, 
that the VB offsets for both a–BaHfO3 and c–BaHfO3 layers on TiN do not differ 
significantly with respect to the values obtained for m–HfO2. 
To investigate the energetic position of the lowest unoccupied levels, XAS O K–edge 
scans were performed (shown in Fig. 4.6 (b)). Here, by applying dipole selection rules as 
described in 3.2.1.2, the unoccupied part of the O 2p final states, which hybridize with Hf 
and Ba metal d states, can be reached from the initial O 1s core level. [104, 105]. It was 
shown that the conduction band edge (CBE) is to a very good approximation defined by 
the position of the leading XAS peak [67]. The location of the CBE relative to the Fermi 
level is obtained using the binding energy of the O 1s peak in the corresponding XPS 
spectrum [106]. For HfO2 film, the O K–edge reflects the unoccupied Hf 5d states which 
hybridize with O 2p valence states. The leading absorption peak is located at around 
532.9 eV. For a–BaHfO3 and c–BaHfO3 the O K–edge shows the Ba 5d states located at 
532.6 and 532.5 eV, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6: (a) Valence band spectra of HfO2, a–BaHfO3 and c–BaHfO3 acquired at 
hυ=200 eV; (b) corresponding XAS spectra at the O K–edge. 
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From the comparison of XAS and XPS peak positions, the band alignment was deduced 
as shown in Table 2. Below the table, a graphical representation of the data is shown.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2: Band offsets and band gap calculation based on UPS, XAS, and XPS; notation: 
VBO–valence band offset, CBO–conduction band offset, BG–band gap; below the table, 
a graphical representation of band gaps and band offsets is shown 
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the CBO shifts by about ∆E=0.3 eV towards higher values. In consequence, the formation 
of amorphous BaHfO3 does not result in a significant change of the BG with respect to 
HfO2. After RTA, BG remains within the experimental error nearly unchanged with a 
value of ~6.0 eV for c–BaHfO3. 
 
4.1.2 Nanoscopic investigation 
The macroscopic study of leakage current mechanism in BaHfO3 layers presented in the 
subchapter 4.1.1 is now supplemented by nanoscopic investigation to reveal spatial 
inhomogeneities in the leakage current characteristics. 
 
4.1.2.1 Conductive Atomic Force Microscopy (C–AFM) 
Here, we focus on the leakage current behavior of HfO2 and BaHfO3 samples 
investigated on the nanoscale using C–AFM. For this study, we chose only crystalline 
layers (m–HfO2 and c-BaHfO3). Leakage currents of the corresponding a–BaHfO3 layers 
were below the detection limit of our C–AFM equipment (10 pA). 
Figure 4.7 shows data obtained on 5 nm m–HfO2 layer. The scan area was 500x500 nm2. 
The film was measured at two voltages (2 V in Fig. 4.7 (b) and 4 V in Fig. 4.7 (c)) and as 
a reference, a 0 V measurement is shown (Fig. 4.7 (a)). First we discuss the topology, and 
than the current maps. The results from this investigation are summarized in Table 3. 
Both topology and current are followed by respective histograms. The Gaussian 
distribution shows random feature appearance whereas plot skewness introduces values 
higher or lower than the average value. This suggests higher or lower current trend, 
respectively.  
The bright spots on the topology pictures (Fig. 4.7 (a)–(c)) refer to high topology values. 
The dark points mark lower positions in the topology picture. 
In the topology picture, we obtain maximum height values (Zrange) of about 1.6 nm and 
this is similar for all acquisitions. Voltage application to the layer (2 V in Fig. 4.7 (b) and 
4 V (c)) does not lead to a significant change in the topology: the information is obtained 
by the root mean square (RMS) value which is for scans at 0 V, 2 V and 4 V equal to 
1.02 nm, 1.013 nm and 0.98 nm, respectively. Additionally, it is clear from the 
histograms shown in Fig. 4.7 (d) that for all three acquisitions the curves resemble a 
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Gaussian shape. This suggests a random grain distribution characteristic for 
polycrystalline samples [107]. The main conclusion here is the stability of the sample 
surface under voltage scans, suggesting that the film is not modified and the electrical 
data are comparable. 
As a next step, the leakage current measured simultaneously with the topology data is 
described (Fig. 4.7 (e)–(g)). Here, the white positions refer to the low resistive points of 
the measured area. The dark areas represent higher insulating regions. In the leakage 
current map taken at 0 V (Fig. 4.7 (e)) only a noise signal is visible. The maximal current 
value (Jrange) of around 14 pA and the RMS value for leakage current RMSleak=6.7 pA are 
obtained. With the preamplifier used in this study, this is a very stable and low noise 
result. After voltage application (2 V in Fig. 4.7 (f)), the map becomes non–uniform: 
single “hot spots” with a maximum value of ~716 pA are visible and the 
RMSleak=132.5 pA is demonstrated. The amount of bright spots and non–uniformity of 
current map increases after further voltage increase (4 V in Fig. 4.7 (g)): the leakage 
magnitude intensifies with a maximum Jmax=2.38 nA and RMSleak=956.6 pA. The 
histograms below the current maps (Fig. 4.7 (h)) show the current distribution for all 
three cases: the reference measurement exhibits Gaussian distribution which is typical for 
the noise signal and random current values; the map acquired at 2 V shows the tendency 
for hot spot establishment with currents higher than the average value (positive skewness 
of the histogram); for the measurement at 4 V most values are gathered around 1 nA, 
suggesting a different current behavior. In the latter case, the whole layer becomes more 
leaky with single weak insulating points. Here, the background is insulating and the 
leakage path is dominated by the mentioned “hot spots”. 
Now we compare the topology maps and parallel current acquisition. As the 0 V 
measurement exhibits current noise level of the C-AFM, it is not further discussed. For 
the measurement at 2 V the correlation between topology and current maps is not 
straightforward. In comparison, the weak points on the current map at 4 V correlate to 
lower positions in the topology and are therefore not attributed to the material properties 
but to film thickness inhomogeneities due to the deposition technique. 
Figure 4.8 shows four correlation examples between topology and leakage current map. It 
illustrates that low topology regions exhibit high leakage behavior. This result indicates 
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that a more homogenous film deposition technique like CVD results in more insulating 
HfO2 layers. 
 
 
 
 
Table 3: C–AFM acquisition on 5 nm HfO2 layer at 0 V, 2 V and 4 V; topological 
(Zrange-maximum topology value, RMStopo–root mean square from topology picture) and 
electrical (Jrange–maximum current, RMSleak–root mean square values for current maps) 
results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HfO2 Zrange RMStopo Jrange RMSleak 
0 V 1.61 nm 1.02 nm 14.01 pA 6.7 pA 
2 V 1.68 nm 1.013  nm 715.7 pA 132.5 pA 
4 V 1.54 nm 0.98  nm 2.38 nA 956.6 pA 
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Figure 4.7: C–AFM on 5 nm m–HfO2 film; (a), (b) and (c) 500 nm2 topology pictures at 
0 V, 2 V and 4 V, respectively; d) Morphology histograms at 0 V, 2 V and 4 V; (e), (f), 
and (g) simultaneously measured leakage current at 0 V, 2 V and 4 V respectively; (h) 
Current histograms for 0 V, 2 V, 4 V. 
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Figure 4.8: C–AFM cross–section scans obtained on 5 nm HfO2 at a voltage of 4 V. 
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Figure 4.9: C–AFM on 5 nm c–BaHfO3 film; (a), (b) and (c) 500 nm2 topology pictures at 
0 V, 2 V and 4 V, respectively; d) Morphology histograms at 0 V, 2 V and 4 V; (e), (f), 
and (g) simultaneously measured leakage current at 0 V, 2 V and 4 V respectively; (h) 
Current histograms for 0 V, 2 V, 4 V. 
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Table 4: C–AFM acquisition on ~5 nm BaHfO3 layer at 0 V, 2 V and 4 V; topological 
(Zrange-maximum topology value, RMStopo–root mean square from topology picture) and 
electrical (Jrange–maximum current, RMSleak–root mean square values for current maps) 
results. 
 
The nanoscopical investigation of HfO2 was followed by a similar analysis based on a 
~5 nm thick c–BaHfO3 layer. The results are shown in Fig. 4.9 and summarized in Table 
4. The left panel corresponds to the topology at various voltages (0 V, 2 V and 4 V in Fig. 
4.9 (a)–(c), respectively) and is followed by respective histograms. The right panel 
illustrates enlarged data (100 nm2) from the main measurements in order to discuss the 
results in detail. 
For the reference sample measured at 0 V (Fig. 4.9 (a)), a Zrange of 7.035 nm and an RMS 
of 2.277 nm is obtained. Single grains can be clearly distinguished in this case. One can 
notice that the grain size for c-BaHfO3 is larger in comparison with the previously 
presented HfO2 layer (22 nm±2 nm for BaHfO3 vs.16 nm±2 nm for HfO2 obtained from 
AFM line scans in XY direction). For the measurement acquired at 2 V, (Fig. 4.9 (b)) the 
values are Zrange=10.34 nm and RMS=2.185 nm. For the 4 V (Fig. 4.9 (c) measurement, 
the Zrange drops (5.704 nm) whereas the RMS increases (2.345 nm). These values do not 
show any trend as shown in morphology histograms (Fig. 4.9 (d)), however, it is 
important to note the change. This may be a result of two processes: surface modification 
in the reduction–oxidation reaction after voltage application as described by K. Szot 
[108] or local surface thickness variation. It is noted that the surface modification can be 
excluded in our case: after each set of measurement the surface was controlled with larger 
scan area acquisition without bias voltage to see the previously scanned region; this 
reliability check did not reveal morphological changes with respect to the “fresh” 
background area. In consequence, we attribute the changes in surface morphology to 
local thickness variations. 
BaHfO3 Zrange RMStopo Jrange RMSleak 
0 V 7.035 nm 2.277 nm 50.36 pA 20.6 pA 
2 V 10.34 nm 2.185  nm 4.026 nA 3.025 nA 
4 V 5.704 nm 2.345  nm 333.3 nA 86.2 nA 
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Following the topology description, leakage current maps will be described (Fig. 4.9 (e)–
(g)). The 0 V acquisition (Fig. 4.9 (e)) reveals low noise measurement with Jrange=50pA 
and RMSleak=20pA. Leakage current appears after 2 V (Fig. 4.9 (f)) application exhibiting 
a maximal value of Jrange=4 nA. This is approximately four times larger in comparison 
with HfO2 at same measurement conditions. The mean value oscillates here around 
RMSleak=3 nA. Further voltage increase (4 V in Fig. 4.9 (g)) leads to preamplifier 
saturation; however this happens only on one certain position (the brightest point on the 
current map followed by a black shadow along the line). This is probably due to a 
measurement artifact. Therefore, the average current value RMSleak=86 nA is much lower 
than the single saturation point. In the histogram below the current maps we see again a 
Gaussian distribution of the leakage for the reference measurement (0 V). Voltage 
application (2 V) results in strong contribution from points exhibiting current values 
around 3 nA. The right skewness of the plot suggests that most points appear above the 
middle value which suggests local leakage current increase. The whole layer is insulating. 
However, the grain boundaries formed after Ba introduction, results in a local strong 
current increase. The average current is one order of magnitude higher than in case of 
HfO2. For 4 V measurement, the current changes by two orders of magnitude (~100 nA 
with respect to HfO2 values). It is noticed that the same trend of histogram skewness, as 
for 2 V measurement, is obtained.  
Using additional information from the enlarged pictures (left and right 100nm2) we can 
investigate the correlation of leakage current with topology maps (the 0 V acquired noise 
signal is an exception since there is no information on the current map). For 
measurements at 2 V and 4 V, a clear current–topology correlation can be observed: the 
weakest points exist between and around single grains, forming low resistive paths for the 
current as already suggested before.  
The results shown for m-HfO2 (Fig. 4.7) revealed “hot spots” with higher leakage current. 
The exact analysis of topology–current correlation led to the conclusion that higher 
current appeared in thickness reduced regions. For c-BaHfO3 (Fig. 4.8) the leakage 
current mechanism was different: here the low resistive areas were located at grain 
boundaries. It is noticed, however, that the grain boundary areas are thinner than the 
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grains. In consequence, it is at present unclear whether a difference in material properties 
or just a thickness variation is responsible for the higher leakage current. 
 
4.1.2 Conclusions 
The study of Ba–added HfO2 dielectrics on TiN metal electrodes reported in this chapter 
is summarized in the following: 
1. As evidenced by XPS data, simultaneous deposition of BaO and HfO2 
resulted in the formation of homogenous mixed oxide layer with a 
stoichiometry of approximately BaHfO3 
2. According to the XRD data, BaHfO3 deposited at 400 ºC is amorphous; 
further temperature treatment is required for crystallization. RTA at 800 ºC 
triggered BaHfO3 crystallization in the cubic perovskite phase for films 
>10 nm and confirmed the XPS result with respect to the formation of a 
homogenous BaHfO3 layer formation. 
3. For a–BaHfO3, the dielectric permittivity is 23 and it increased by about 
20% with respect to HfO2 (k~19). Crystallization in c-BaHfO3 by thermal 
treatment resulted in k~40. As a result of enhanced k values, the CET 
scaled down to 1 nm. However, the leakage current density increased 
significantly (from 2.8 10-9 A/cm2 for a–BaHfO3 to 6·10–7 A/cm2 for 
c-BaHfO3 with CET=1.4 nm, both measured at 0.5 V). Temperature 
dependent leakage studies revealed that the leakage current in c-BaHfO3 is 
governed by the Pool–Frenkel effect. 
4. By photoelectron spectroscopy studies, the band offsets for m–HfO2, 
a-BaHfO3, and c–BaHfO3 with respect to the TiN metal electrode Fermi 
level were derived: here, VBO was 3.7 eV, 3.6 eV and 3.7 eV, respectively. 
For CBO measurements, XAS data were presented: here, 2.0 eV, 2.2 eV 
and 2.3 eV were obtained, respectively. This results in band gap values of 
5.7 eV, 5.8 eV and 6.0 eV for m–HfO2, a–BaHfO3 and c-BaHfO3, 
respectively. In other words, the band gap values do not significantly 
change for these three compounds. 
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5. C–AFM studies under UHV revealed low resistive “hot spots” in HfO2 
layer: the exact correlation between topology and current revealed higher 
current in thickness reduced regions. For c-BaHfO3, the leakage 
mechanism is different: the low resistive areas are located at the grain 
boundaries.  
 
These results for Ba-added HfO2 layers prove that BaHfO3 is a promising candidate for 
future DRAM memory applications in terms of dielectric constant and CET values. 
However, to fulfill the ITRS requirements for future DRAM generations, further CET 
scaling and strict leakage control is necessary. In the next chapter of this work, an 
atomic–scale engineering approach, aiming to improve the electrical parameters of 
BaHfO3, will be presented. 
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4.2 Substitution of Hf by Ti ions in BaHfO3 dielectric layers 
Driven by the demand of decreasing CET by increasing the dielectric permittivity 
and the need for lower crystallization budget, the deposition of stoichiometric BaHfO3 
(BHO) was followed by a further material engineering approach. This was accomplished 
by partial Hf substitution by Ti in BaHfO3. The TiO2–based compounds have been 
studied intensively for high–k applications [109, 110] and are attractive because of the 
expected high permittivity values depending on the crystal structure and deposition 
method. The high permittivity arises through a strong contribution from soft phonons in 
Ti-O bonds and is not exhibited by other IVB metal oxides. The substitution of Hf ions 
for Ti is expected to result in a significant increase of the dielectric constant [111, 112]. 
For thick films, W. H. Payne et al. reported about a work done on the BaTiO3–BaHfO3 
material systems [113]. However, there are only very limited studies available on the 
properties of very thin BaHf1xTixO3 films deposited on metallic electrodes.  
Figure 4.9 shows the polarization dependence (P) on electrical field (E) applied to 
compounds with different BaHf1-xTixO3 composition from pure BaTiO3 (x=1) to 
BaHf0.3Ti0.7O3 (x=0.7). 
Compounds with stoichiometry 0.7≤x≤1 were reported as ferroelectric dielectrics 
whereas lower Ti content resulted in a linear P=f (E) relation which is preferred for 
dielectrics used in DRAM. It is crucial since the paraelectric properties allow using 
half-Vdd method (described in chapter 2.2.1) which reduces the insulator field and avoids 
reliability problems [49]. 
Based on the bulk property study, it was our goal to realize paraelectric 
BaHf1-x TixO3 thin films with x<0.7 and high permittivity. Special focus was devoted to 
BaHf1-x TixO3 (BHTO) films where half of Hf4+ atoms are substituted by Ti4+ cations. 
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Figure 4.9: Hysteresis loops P=f (E) where P–polarization, E–electrical field for different 
compositions in the BaHf1-xTixO3 system for 0.7≤x≤1 [114]. 
 
4.2.1 Macroscopic study 
This part of the thesis is divided into subchapters according to the data which will be 
discussed: chemical composition, structural properties, electrical characteristics, and band 
gap investigation. 
 
4.2.1.1 Chemical composition 
To achieve the desired stoichiometry, BaO, HfO2 and Ti2O3 fluxes in the MBD chamber 
were adjusted and controlled using quantitative analysis of XPS spectra. The substitution 
process is schematically shown in the Fig. 4.10. The composition was confirmed by 
independent RBS measurements (data not shown). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.10: Schematical description of the Hf4+–substitution process by Ti4+ in BaHfO3 
in molecular beam deposition (MBD) chamber. 
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Here, the HfO2 flux was reduced (50%) to introduce small amounts of the Ti-ions into the 
BaHfO3 compound and to establish a new dielectric with stoichiometry 
Ba:(Hf+Ti):O= 1:1:3. The Ti2O3 target was chosen because it is easier to evaporate than 
i.e. TiO or TiO2. Since the deposition was carried out in oxygen rich environment 
(oxygen background pressure of 10-7 mbar) the targeted Ti4+ valence state was achieved. 
As a first step after the deposition process, the chemical composition was determined 
using quantitative in–situ XPS analysis (Fig. 4.11). An example of such a study is 
summarized in Table 3 (for data evaluation, Eq. 4.6 was used). The data evaluation was 
carried out according to the procedure discussed in chapter 4.1.1.1. 
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Figure 4.11: XPS study of BHO and BHTO; a) Ba 4d; b) Hf 4f; c) O 1s and d) Ti 2p 
photoemission lines. The red plot presents the raw data; the black line shows the fitted 
curve; single peaks are marked in blue and grey background represents the Shirley 
function. 
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Table 5 summarizes the results obtained from XPS spectra (Fig. 4.11). The results are 
shown separately for each photoelectron line (Ba 4d, Hf 4f, O 1s and Ti 2p) and contain 
area under photoemission line followed by data normalized by the respective ASF values. 
Finally, below the single lines, a summary result from the measurement is shown for each 
compound. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5: Example of quantitative analysis for BaHf1-xTixO3 obtained from XPS–area 
under photoemission line and normalized area with respect to atomic sensitivity factors 
(ASF); final result indicates a BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3 stoichiometry. 
 
All samples taken into further consideration exhibited the target BaHf1–xTixO3 
stoichiometry with x≈ 0.5 with a maximal deviation of about 10 % [114]. 
The analysis of chemical shifts of the Ba 4d, Hf 4f and O 1s and Ti 2p photoemission 
lines is illustrated in Fig. 4.11. 
Figure 4.11 (a) shows the Ba 4d core level emissions of BHO and BHTO. For BHO, two 
dominant peaks are located at 90.0 eV and 92.5 eV, which are characteristic of the 
Ba 4d5/2 and Ba 4d3/2 spin orbit components, respectively, in amorphous 
Dielectric compound Ba 4d (ASF=3.224) 
 XPS peak area Area/ASF 
BaHf1–xTixO3 65042.9 20174.6 
 Hf 4f (ASF=2.639) 
 XPS peak area Area/ASF 
BaHf1–xTixO3 26815.41 10161.2 
 O 1s (ASF=0.711) 
 XPS peak area Area/ASF 
BaHf1–xTixO3 129322.8 61290.44 
 Ti 2p (ASF=2.111) 
 XPS peak area Area/ASF 
BaHf1–xTixO3 6875.37 9670.01 
 FINAL RESULT (including ASF) 
BaHf1–xTixO3 Ba:Hf:Ti:O = 1 : 0.504:0.479:3.038 
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BaO-compounds [115]. The spin–orbit splitting (SOS) is 2.5 eV. Ba 4d core level of 
BHTO shows that addition of Ti ions to the BHO compound results in a shift of the Ba 4d 
XPS lines towards higher binding energies by ∆E = 0.3 eV (SOS is equal to 2.5 eV as in 
the BHO). 
The Hf 4f photoemission lines are shown in Fig. 4.11 (b). For BHO, two peaks centred at 
16.8 eV and 18.5 eV are clearly visible. These signals are characteristic of Hf 4f7/2 and 
Hf 4f5/2 photoemission lines in Hf–compounds, respectively. The binding energy distance 
of SOS peaks is close to the handbook XPS data [58] and equal to 1.7 eV. For BHTO, the 
two main peaks are present at 17.1 eV and 18.8 eV for Hf 4f7/2 and Hf 4f5/2, respectively. 
As a result of Ti ion substitution, Hf 4f photoelectron lines shift towards higher binding 
energy by ∆E = 0.3 eV. In the initial state picture, this can be explained by higher 
electronegativity of Ti compared to Hf ions (1.54 and 1.3 in Pauling scale, respectively) 
[92, 95]. A small shoulder on the higher binding energy (~22 eV) can be attributed to 
O 2s states which overlap with the Hf 4f line. The small peak appearing on the lower 
binding energy side of Hf 4f7/2 is due to the Ba 5p photoelectron emission. In comparison 
with the spectrum for BHO, the intensity of the Hf 4f lines drops after Ti incorporation by 
about 50 % (extracted from peak area) and the intensity of Ba 5p line remains nearly 
constant (by otherwise constant experimental conditions). 
The corresponding O 1s spectra are shown in Fig. 4.11 (c). For BHO, the main O 1s peak 
is located at 530.3 eV. At higher binding energy, the Hf 4s photoelectron line appears 
(533 eV). BHTO reveals the main XPS line at 530.5 eV. Similar to BHO, Hf 4s peak 
appears on higher binding energy, however, the intensity is much lower here. The main O 
1s peak shifts towards higher binding energy in the case of BHTO, resulting in 
∆E = 0.2 eV. Replacement of Hf ions with Ti results in an increase of the O 1s binding 
energy. This is in agreement with literature for compounds containing titanium as for 
example BaTiO3 (BTO) [116]. 
Figure 4.11 (d) shows the Ti 2p core level emission. For BHTO, Ti 2p3/2 and Ti 2p1/2 
peaks are centred at 458.7 eV and 464.4 eV, respectively. Both peak positions and the 
distance between SOS components, which is close to 5.7 eV, are in agreement with the 
literature data for fully oxidized Ti4+ cation in TiO2 [117]. 
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The important experimental findings of this part of the study, namely the detection of a 
50 % intensity decrease of the Hf lines after substitution by Ti in combination with the 
detected Ti4+ valence state in the dielectric, gives strong evidence for the formation of a 
homogenous BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3 film in which Ti substitutes the Hf ion in the B–position of 
the A2+B4+O3 perovskite structure. 
 
4.2.1.2 Structural properties 
The deposition and in–situ chemical characterization process was followed by ex–situ 
investigations. This part summarizes the experimental results obtained by XRD.  
Figure 4.12 (a) shows grazing incidence XRD (GIXRD) scans acquired for a ~30 nm 
thick BHTO sample at various preparation stages. This diffraction technique is very 
sensitive for thin layers: in our experiment, the x–ray beam hits the surface at grazing 
incidence (α=0.8º) while the detector angle is scanned over a 2θ range from 24º to 55º. 
The as–deposited sample at 400 ºC is clearly amorphous as no peaks, apart from the TiN 
(200) substrate reflection, are visible. Upon RTA treatment, at 600 ºC the thin film starts 
to crystallize exhibiting BHTO (200) and (110) diffraction peaks at 44.6º and 31.1º, 
respectively. After RTA at 750 ºC, the oxide peaks strongly gain intensity which 
indicates crystallization in the cubic perovskite phase. An additional peak appears on 
34.7º which can be ascribed to the monoclinic HfO2 (020) reflection. This can be an 
indication for a starting partial decomposition of the dielectric film at high temperatures. 
The inset in Fig. 4.12 (a) shows a transmission electron microscope (TEM) image of the 
polycrystalline material after 750 ºC RTA treatment, indicating a smooth interface 
between the dielectric and the TiN electrode. 
Figure 4.12(b) shows comparative XRD specular θ–2θ scans of BHO and BHTO films 
which were subjected to RTA treatments. Temperatures of 800 ºC and 600 ºC were 
chosen because the crystallization onset is observed at these temperatures for BHO [32] 
and BHTO, respectively. The thickness of the dielectric layers is in each case about 
30 nm. The results indicate that BHTO crystallizes at lower temperatures compared to 
BHO. It might be speculated that this is due to the fact that BHTO is an intermediate 
compound between BHO and BTO. The latter has a rather low crystallization temperature 
(200 ºC-500 ºC), where the exact value depends on the deposition method [118,119]. 
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In Figure 4.12(b) both measurements show TiN (200) diffraction peak at 42.7 degree 
belonging to the underlying electrode. The BHO (200) and BHTO (200) peaks are visible 
at 43.5 and 44.7 degrees, respectively. Position comparison of the cubic BHO with the 
cubic BHTO, reveals that the BHTO peak is shifted towards higher 2θ values. 
We assume in a first approximation undistorted polycrystalline cubic films and follow 
Bragg’s law in order to calculate the d–spacing between the planes in the atomic lattice 
and extract thus the cubic unit cell parameter with a= 4.1602 Å and a= 4.0643 Å, for 
BHO and BHTO, respectively. The difference equals to 2.3 %. Those values are close to 
powder data for bulk BHO and bulk BHTO (cubic space group Pm3m with a= 4.167 Å 
and a= 4.0914 Å, respectively). 
Based on XRD scans shown in Fig. 4.12(b), the grain size was calculated from the 
FWHM Bragg peak values [120]. The broadening of the reflections due to strain and 
instrumentation was neglected in this rough approximation. The grain size was found to 
be 16 nm for BHO and 6.0 nm for BHTO in the growth direction. This result indicates 
that 30 nm thick polycrystalline BHO and BHTO films are not composed of columnar 
grains extending over the whole film thickness but rather of various grains stacked in the 
growth direction. 
Figure 4.12 (c) summarizes the lattice parameter discussion for BHO and BHTO. Powder 
diffraction parameters for bulk films and experimental data for thin layers as a function of 
titanium concentration are plotted. Experimental data obtained for bulk and thin cubic 
BTO films are included for completeness [121]. A linear relation exists between the 
crystal lattice parameters of those alloys and the Ti metal concentration. According to 
Vegard’s law [122], the experimentally observed change in the lattice constant parameter 
between BHO and BHTO indicates that about 50 % of Hf4+ was substituted by Ti4+, a 
result fully in line with the above quantitative XPS study. Difference between values for 
bulk material and thin films (averaged for BHO, BHTO and BTO ~0.56 %) is visible on 
the plot. A possible origin might be given by strain in the dielectric material. 
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Figure 4.12: XRD analysis from BHO and BHTO; a) GIXRD for BHTO as–deposited 
and RTA treated at 600º C and 750º C; the inset shows an XTEM image of BHTO layer 
after RTA at 750ºC; b) Specular θ–2θ scans for BHO at 800 ºC and BHTO at 600 ºC; c) 
Lattice parameter extracted from θ–2θ scans as a function of Ti–concentration, 
experimental data for BaTiO3 were obtained from powder diffraction data base, the error 
bars show 5 % deviation. 
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4.2.1.3 Electrical characteristics 
We now present the results of electrical measurements for Pt/high–k/TiN MIM structures. 
Figure 4.13(a) shows the dielectric constant k as a function of RTA temperature for BHO 
and BHTO. To extract the k values, CV measurements in the range of -1÷1V and 
100 kHz were performed and CET values were plotted against physical thickness [123]. 
After deposition at 400 ºC, BHO and BHTO show k ~23 and ~18, respectively. These 
values are too low to meet future DRAM specifications. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.13: Electrical characteristics of Pt/high–k/TiN MIM structures; a) Dielectric 
constant dependence on RTA treatment for BHO and BHTO, (inset-capacitance 
equivalent thickness (CET) as a function of physical thickness for BHTO); b) Leakage 
current density at 0.5 V as a function of CET for BHO and BHTO. As deposited 
amorphous samples are compared with polycrystalline layers for BHTO and BHO after 
RTA at 700 ºC and 900 ºC, respectively. Dashed line indicates ITRS requirements. 
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Subsequent RTA increases k so that at 700 ºC values of 30 for BHO and 90 for BHTO 
are obtained. In consequence, substitution of Hf4+ ions by Ti4+ results in BHTO to a three 
times higher dielectric constant as compared to BHO. 
In the inset, a plot of capacitance equivalent thickness (CET) as a function of physical 
thickness for three BHTO samples is shown. As discussed above, from the slope of this 
plot we can extract the dielectric constant value of about 90 for BHTO. The intercept of 
around 0.3 nm CET indicates the existence of an interfacial low–k layer between the 
high–k BHTO layer and the TiN metal electrode. A future non–destructive SR–XPS 
study (similar to a work on PrxAl2–xO3 (x=0–2)/TiN systems) is recommended for further 
investigation of the nature of this layer [124]. 
Figure 4.13(b) illustrates the leakage current density extracted from J–V characteristics at 
0.5 V as a function of CET. As–deposited and annealed samples of BHO and BHTO at 
900 and 700 ºC, respectively, are compared. For as-deposited BHO we obtained current 
density of 5.1·10-9 A/cm2 at 1.4 nm CET (dashed line marks the ITRS requirement 
Jleak<10−8 A/cm2 at 0.5 V for CET 0.3-0.5 nm). After annealing at 900 ºC, the CET scales 
down to ~1 nm and the current density increases to 2·10-7 A/cm2. For amorphous BHTO, 
we detect a leakage current value of 6.1·10-8 A/cm2 at 0.5 V and 2.8 nm CET. This quite 
high value can be due to low conduction band offset (CBO) of BHTO on TiN which will 
be discussed in the next subchapter. Crystallization of the film upon RTA treatment 
results in a decrease of CET to ~0.8 nm but an abrupt increase in the leakage current is 
observed (4·10-5 A/cm2 at 0.5 V). The increase in leakage current can be influenced by 
two factors: the already mentioned low CBO in combination with grain boundary 
governed leakage. An approach to study the latter one will be presented in the 
nanoscopical C-AFM study chapter discussed further below. 
The electrical characterization suggests an advantage of using Ti–doped BaHfO3 layers 
with respect to BHO. The film shows promising dielectric permittivity and, what is 
important for processing, lower thermal budgets. On the other hand, the leakage current 
density regime is too high with respect to the target values. This indicates that an 
approach for optimizing the leakage properties of thin BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3 films on TiN metal 
electrodes is necessary. 
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In summary, due to Hf4+ substitution with Ti4+, the dielectric permittivity increased after 
RTA from 30 to 90 and the CET value was accordingly lowered. However, at the same 
time the leakage current density increased substantially by the required RTA treatment. 
An increased leakage current density can be caused by an improper band alignment at the 
dielectric–metal interface and grain boundary formation after temperature treatments 
[125, 126]. To address the band gap alignment aspect, we performed a study on the 
electronic properties (i.e. band gap values and band alignment) presented in the next 
sections. 
 
4.2.1.4 Band gap and band alignment  
To gain insight into the band alignment in BHTO with respect to TiN, we performed 
synchrotron–based XPS (hν=200 eV) combined with respective spectroscopic 
ellipsometry (SE) study and synchrotron-based XAS (SR-XAS) measurements. For 
comparison, the band alignment in BHO was included. 
The XPS spectra plotted in the Fig. 4.14 (a) show valence band (VB) spectra for c-BHO, 
a-BHTO, and c–BHTO. For c–BHO, the VB maximum (VBM) formed mainly by O 2p 
states is located at around EB=3.7 eV below the TiN Fermi level (EF at EB=0 V). 
Substitution of Hf4+ ions in the cubic perovskite by Ti4+ does not introduce dramatic 
changes neither in the shape of the VB spectra, nor in the position of the VBM which for 
a–BHTO and c–BHTO is located at EB=3.4 eV and EB=3.3 eV, respectively. This is in a 
good agreement with theoretical and experimental explanations, as VBM is formed in the 
oxides mainly by O 2p states [65]. 
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Figure 4.14: Band structure of c–BHO, a–BHTO and c–BHTO, a) XPS spectra; b) 
Ellipsometry measurements. 
 
Band gaps of BHO and BHTO were measured using the SE’s parameters discussed below. 
The optical constants, refractive index (n), and extinction coefficient (k) are determined 
by a combination of SE at 70° angle of incidence and normal incidence reflectometry. 
The dependence of the absorption coefficient α (α=4pik/λ) on photon energy hν has been 
evaluated according to the relation:  
2/1)( gEhAnh −=⋅⋅ υυα    (4.12) 
where Eg is the optical band gap energy [127]. The constant A contains the oscillator 
strength or the optical matrix element and the reduced effective mass. The formula was 
derived by E. J. Johnnson [128] and R. A. Smith [129], assuming direct interband 
transitions between the valence and conduction band with simple parabolic bands. This is 
a reasonable approach to determine the band gaps of BHO and BHTO in our case because 
we expect the VBM–conduction band minimum (CBM) transition from O 2p to metal d 
states (O 2p-Hf 5d for BHO and O 2p-Ti 3d for BHTO) to be dipole allowed (∆l= ±1). 
[130].  
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The results of Eg measurements are shown in Fig. 4.14 (b). The optical band gap of c–
BHO is about ~5.8 eV, of a–BHTO about ~4.6 eV, and that of c–BHTO ~4.0 eV.  
Table 4 shows the summary of XPS and SE measurements. Additionally, a graphical 
representation of the band offset and band gap alignment was included below the table. 
We combined the XPS and SE data to estimate the band alignment of BHO and BHTO 
on TiN. It is seen that after the substitution of Hf ions by Ti, the VB offset remains 
almost unchanged whereas the CB offset (CBO) shrinks drastically from 2.1 eV to the 
value of about 0.7 eV. This decrease in CBM values is due to the fact that, with respect to 
BHO, not Hf 5d but typically lower lying Ti 3d states form the CBM [46,99]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4: Band offsets and band gap determination based on XPS and SE; notation: 
VBO-valence band offset, CBO–conduction band offset, BG–band gap; below the table, 
a graphical representation of band gaps and band offsets is shown. 
 VBO BG 
(Ellipsometry) 
CBO=BG–VBO 
c–BaHfO3 3.7 5.8 2.1 
a–BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3 3.4 4.6 1.2 
c–BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3 3.3 4.0 0.7 
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Similar trends were experimentally observed for BaHf1-xTixO3 layers using XPS and 
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) [131]. 
Figure 4.15 compares a combined XPS (hν=200 eV) in (a) and XAS (b) measurement for 
c-BHO and c-BHTO. The VBM are formed in both cases by O 2p states. For c-BHO, the 
investigated offset is located around 3.7 eV below the TiN Fermi level. The 
corresponding value for c-BHTO is 3.3 eV. It is therefore concluded that the VBO value 
for c-BHTO does not change significantly with respect to c-BHO. 
To study the CBO of the materials under investigation, the lowest unoccupied levels in 
the CBO region were monitored by XAS O K-edge measurements (Fig. 4.15 (b)). The 
electron is excited from the O 1s core state into empty O 2p states (dipole-allowed 
transition) and hybridized with metal d states mainly forming the conduction band. The 
location of the CBO can then be derived by the energy difference between the O 1s XAS 
peak and the O 1s XPS peak. [106]. In our case, O 2p states hybridize with Hf 5d states in 
BHO and O 2p with Ti 3d states in BHTO as marked in Fig. 4.15 (b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.15: Band structure of c–BHO and c–BHTO, a) XPS spectra; b) XAS 
measurement. 
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We compared the XAS scan for c-BHO and c-BHTO. In the case of c-BHO, the CBO is 
formed mainly by Hf 5d metal states and therefore the value of 2.2 eV is obtained. The 
situation changes dramatically after Ti ions incorporation-the CBO shifts to the value of 
0.6 eV. This is caused by lower lying Ti 3d metal states as shown in the spectra. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5: Band offsets and band gap determination based on XPS and XAS; notation: 
VBO–valence band offset, CBO–conduction band offset, BG–band gap; below the table, 
a graphical representation of band gaps and band offsets is shown. 
 
Table 5 summarizes the results obtained from combined XPS-XAS measurements. It is 
followed by a graphical band offset representation. Here we obtain the values of 5.9 eV 
and 3.9 eV for c-BHO and c-BHTO, respectively. The most pronouncing difference is 
visible in the CBO region. 
Such low CBO in c-BHTO is likely to be the source of leakage problems. As a result, 
high work function electrodes might be required in future to improve the CBO and in 
consequence the leakage characteristics of BHTO thin films. 
 
 
 VBO XPS XAS CBO BG 
c–BaHfO3 3.7 530.3 532.5 2.2 5.9 
c–BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3 3.3 530.5 531.1 0.6 3.9 
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4.2.2 Nanoscopical investigation 
 
In this part of the thesis, we focus on the leakage current behaviour of BHTO samples 
investigated on the nanoscale using C–AFM. Measurements for a 10 nm thin sample, 
subjected to different thermal treatments, are compared. We first discuss the topology 
results (Fig. 4.16 (a) and (b)) and the current maps (Fig. 4.16 (c) and (d)). At the end, we 
focus on the correlation between topology and current images.  
Figure 4.16 (a) shows topology images obtained on 1µm2 scan area for the as–deposited 
sample and after RTA treatments at 600 ºC and 700 ºC.  
In the morphology maps, we see white and dark areas corresponding to high and low 
feature in the topography, respectively. With increasing annealing temperature, the 
numbers of large hillocks and in consequence the inhomogeneity of the film decreases 
since the maps become more uniform. 
Figure 4.16 (b) presents histograms extracted from the topology height. The histogram 
distribution is similar for all samples. This distribution reflects the root mean square 
(RMS) values of the roughness which are in consequence almost identical for the three 
images (as-deposited 1.71 nm, 600 ºC: 1.74 nm and 700 ºC: 1.66 nm). More interestingly, 
the middle point of the curve, xc, shifts toward smaller values with increasing RTA 
temperature. The difference between these average values xc is >2 nm. With an absolute 
film thickness of ~10 nm, this change in the film morphology can certainly strongly 
contribute to different leakage current behaviour, as discussed in the following. 
Figure 4.16 (c) shows nanoscopical current maps acquired parallel to the topology. Bright 
spots represent high leakage current and dark points refer to low current values. With 
increasing RTA temperature, the number of low resistive points increases and the current 
map becomes less uniform. 
Figure 4.16 (d) presents current histograms in the lin–log (as deposited film) and log–log 
(RTA treated samples) scale. The number of scanned points with constant voltage (4 V) 
is plotted as a function of the detected leakage current.  
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Figure 4.16: C–AFM measurements on BHTO as deposited and after RTA treatments at 
600 and 700º C; a) topology images, 1µm2 size. The white points represent high 
morphology structures. The Z–range refers to the maximum values from each 
measurement. Arrows and circles refer to the correlation with current maps; b) Height 
histograms for three thermal treatments (data normalized to 1); c) current images at 4 V 
bias acquired parallel to the topology, white positions represent highest current, d) 
Current histograms in the lin–log scale for as deposited sample (upper axis) compared 
with two RTA temperatures in the log–log scale (bottom axis). Data extracted from DC 
current maps. 
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For the as–deposited sample, we obtain a very low current signal which is close to the 
noise level of the C–AFM instrument. For the sample annealed at 600 ºC, we obtained 
uniformly distributed current in the nA–range. For sample annealed at 700 ºC, a broader 
distribution of current is observed. Most points are in the range <50 nA. Single features 
appear at lower and higher current values; however the amount of high leakage points, so 
called “hot spots”, is larger. This is indicated on the plot by the number of points at 
higher current values. 
Comparison of topology and current data suggest a correlation between morphology and 
leakage current distribution (the as–deposited sample is an exception where a well known 
piezo “creep” or “wrap” effect appears [132]). 
For the sample treated at 600 ºC, we observe that higher features on the topology image 
(some examples are marked with arrows) correspond to low current positions. However, 
this morphology–current correlation showing that thick film area correspond to low 
leakage regions is not always that straightforward. This was marked with red circles 
showing no correspondence of topology and current maps. 
For the film annealed at 700 ºC we can distinguish three “hot spots” on the 1 µm2 scale 
(marked with arrows) which mostly contribute to the high current range. As seen in the 
topology maps, these “hot spots” in the current correspond to hillocks areas with an 
average size of about 50 nm. We suspect local nonstoichiometries within the dielectric 
thin film to be the origin of this high leakage current behaviour, as previously reported 
for C–AFM studies on BaZrO3 [133]. 
In summary, the AFM topology becomes smoother as the film is subjected to thermal 
treatment. As a result of film densification, the leakage current increases. Additionally, 
the current magnitude is strongly influenced by the formation of “hot spots”. In general, 
the nanoscopic C–AFM studies confirm the macroscopic J–V measurements trend, 
namely the leakage current increase as a function of RTA temperature for BHTO system 
on TiN electrode. 
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4.2.3 Conclusions 
 The study of Ti–added BaHfO3 layers on TiN metal electrode reported in this 
subchapter is summarized in the following. 
1.  As evidenced by the quantitative XPS study, the substitution of Hf4+ by Ti4+ ions 
in BaHfO3 resulted in the formation of BaHf1-xTixO3 layer. The detection of 50 % 
intensity decrease of the Hf 4f photoemission line after substitution by Ti in 
combination with the detected Ti4+ valence state in the dielectric gives strong 
evidence for formation a homogenous BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3 film stoichiometry. 
2. The complementary XRD study revealed lowered crystallization temperature for 
BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3 (600 ºC) compound which renders this dielectric compatible with 
the thermal budget of DRAM processes. The experimentally observed change in 
the lattice constant parameter between BaHfO3 and BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3 corroborates 
the fact that about 50 % of Hf4+ was substituted by Ti4+ (which is in line with the 
quantitative XPS study). 
3. The electrical data showed that, due to Hf4+ substitution with Ti4+, the dielectric 
permittivity increased after RTA treatment at 700 ºC three times (k~90) with 
respect to BaHfO3 (k~30) at the same conditions whereas the CET values were 
accordingly scaled down to 0.8 nm. An increased leakage current density was 
observed for BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3 which was attributed to film inhomogeneities (grain 
boundaries etc.) influence or a low CBO at the dielectric–metal interface. 
4. The combination of XPS and ellipsometry measurements revealed that 
substitution of Hf by Ti ions did not significantly influence VBO whereas the 
CBO shrunk drastically from 2.1 eV to the value of 0.7 eV. This is because lower 
lying Ti 3d states with respect to Hf 5d states form the CBM. Similar values were 
obtained by a combination of XPS and XAS techniques. Such low values are 
likely to be the source of leakage problems. As a future step, high work function 
electrodes are required which could improve the electrical leakage characteristics. 
5. The macroscopic study was corroborated by nanoscopical study based on C–AFM 
measurements. The topology became smoother, as the film was subjected to 
thermal treatment. As a result of the crystallization process, the leakage current 
increased which is the effect of “hot spots” formation associated with local film 
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non–stoichiometries and/or by the formation of grain boundaries introducing low 
resistive leakage paths.  
In conclusion, the Ti–doped layers show a promising approach for improving the 
dielectric properties of BaHfO3 in view of future DRAM storage applications. Further 
investigation should focus on electrodes with higher work functions (i.e. Ru or RuO2). 
Furthermore, the deposition under fully professional Si–cleanroom condition 
probably leads to more homogenous film thicknesses, improving further the leakage 
characteristics. 
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Chapter 5 
 
Summary and outlook 
 
5.1 Summary of technical achievements 
The goal of this research study was to evaluate the potential of Si CMOS compatible 
HfO2-based dielectric layers for future DRAM applications. For this purpose, the 
materials science and dielectric properties of HfO2 need to be further developed. In this 
work, we prepared the following two materials science systems: 
 
1) Ba-added HfO2 → BaHfO3 
A simultaneous deposition of BaO and HfO2 led to the BaHfO3 dielectric. The 
electrical data revealed increased dielectric constant with respect to HfO2. The band 
gap investigation showed that addition of BaO to HfO2 does not influence the band 
gap values in BaHfO3 and band offset with respect to TiN metal electrode. 
 
2) Ti-added BaHfO3 → BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3 
Hf4+ ions substitution by Ti4+ in BaHfO3 resulted in an increased dielectric constant 
and lowered thermal budget. Meanwhile, the leakage current density increased what 
was attributed to improper band alignment and film thickness inhomogeneities. 
 
In the following, the main results are summarized in more detail. 
 
BaHfO3 vs. HfO2 dielectric films 
Figure 5.1 shows the monoclinic structure of HfO2 (a) and cubic cell of BaHfO3 (b) 
obtained in this study. The HfO2 cell consists of hafnium atoms (blue) and surrounding 
oxygen atoms (red). For BaHfO3, an additional barium central atom (grey) is visible. 
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Figure 5.1: Unit cell structure of m-HfO2 (a) and c-BaHfO3 (b). 
 
Figure 5.2 compares the electrical (a) and electronic data (b-c) for m-HfO2, a-BaHfO3 and 
c-BaHfO3. The electrical data indicate an increase of dielectric constant from 19 for HfO2 
to 23 for a-BaHfO3. Crystallization of the BaHfO3 compound leads to further increase of 
the dielectric constant to about 38. The CET values are scaled down to 1 nm with respect 
to HfO2 (~1.5 nm). Meanwhile, the electronic structure (Fig. 5.2 (b)) shows that the VBO 
does not change with respect to TiN metal electrode. Barium addition to HfO2 does also 
not influence the CBO formed by Hf 5d metal states.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Comparison of electrical data for m-HfO2, a-BaHfO3 and c-BaHfO3. The 
electrical data represented by CET=f(physical thickness) in (a) and electronic structure 
with respect to valence band offset (b) and conduction band offset (c). 
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In conclusion, BaHfO3 is a promising candidate i.e. for DRAM trench technology 
applications in terms of increased dielectric constant and decreased CET values. A very 
nice result is given by the fact that the improvement of dielectric permittivity does not 
influence the band gap of this material. 
 
Substitution of Hf by Ti ions in BaHfO3 dielectric layers 
 
Especially for DRAM stack technologies, thin dielectric films with higher k-values are 
required. A further engineering approach of BaHfO3 layers was undertaken by 
substitution of Hf4+ ions by Ti4+, schematically shown in Fig. 5.3. Additional Ti atoms 
(green) appear on the positions of Hf atoms since the goal was to substitute half of Hf4+ 
ions by Ti4+ on the B position of the AII+BIV+O3 perovskite structure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3: Unit cell structure of c-BaHfO3 (a) and c-BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3 (b). 
 
Having formed a stoichiometric BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3 compound (proven by XPS and XRD) we 
investigated the electrical and electronic properties of the newly formed compound and 
compared it with respect to BaHfO3. 
 
Figure 5.4 shows a comparison of electrical (a) and electronic (b-c) parameters of 
c-BaHfO3 and c-BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3. The dielectric constant was further increased from 38 for 
c-BaHfO3 to about 90 for c-BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3. The thermal budget was lowered from 900 ºC 
to 700 ºC which renders the dielectric more compatible with Si technology processes. The 
CET values were scaled down to about 0.8 nm, respectively. 
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of electrical data for c-BaHfO3 and c-BaHf0.5Ti0.5 O3. The 
electrical data are represented by CET versus physical thickness in (a), electronic 
structure with respect to valence band offset in (b) and conduction band offset in (c). 
 
To gain insight into the electronic structure of the material and band alignment issue, a 
combined XPS/XAS investigation was performed. Fig. 5.4 (b) shows only slight change 
of VBO after Ti incorporation into BaHfO3 with respect to the Fermi level of the TiN 
metal electrode. A significant change was observed in the CBO region where the values 
shifted from 2.1 eV for BaHfO3 to 0.7 eV in the case of BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3. In addition, the 
C-AFM measurements revealed inhomogeneities (“hot spots”) in the current maps. 
Therefore, after Ti incorporation into BaHfO3, an abrupt increase of leakage current was 
observed. A combination of high work function electrodes with homogenous thin film 
dielectric deposition process could solve this problem in future. 
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5.2 Outlook and future activities 
 
Table 6 summarizes the results obtained in this research study starting with the HfO2 as a 
mainstream material which is compared to BaHfO3, BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3 and finally to the 
ITRS requirements for the year 2014.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6: Parameters outlook compared to ITRS requirements for the year 2014, green 
color-requirements fulfilled, red-requirements not fulfilled, yellow=requirements close to 
be fulfilled. 
 
BaHfO3: 
Ba addition to HfO2 leads to an increased dielectric constant and lowered CET values. 
The band structure investigation revealed no influence on the band alignment after Ba 
incorporation. 
 
BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3: 
Atomic-scale engineering of BaHfO3 by Ti addition leads to a significant improvement of 
the dielectric parameters. However, there are issues to be further optimized: the CET 
value must be further scaled down and the leakage current substantially decreased. 
 
Due to our industrial partner insolvency (Qimonda), the activities with respect to DRAM 
application will however not be continued at IHP. 
  
RTA k value CET Jleak at 0.5V 
HfO2 no 19 >1.5 nm 3x10-9 A/cm2 
BaHfO3 900 ºC 38 1.0 nm 6x10-7 A/cm2 
BaHf0.5Ti0.5O3 700 ºC 90 0.8 nm 4x10-5 A/cm2 
ITRS for 2014 600 ºC 100 0.4 nm 1x10-8 A/cm2 
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Further investigation in our group on these materials will consider different MIM 
applications in the Back End of Line (BEOL) of IHP’s BiCMOS technology, i.e. passive 
MIMs for radio frequency (RF) applications, embedded NVM as resistive random access 
memory (RRAM) cells or even RF resonant tunneling diodes (RTD). The technical 
specifications for the above analog devices are however different than for digital 
elements. The films can be grown physically thicker and thus the leakage current 
requirements are not as strict as in DRAM applications. 
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